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T
his will be the last time that I write my edi-
torial column for Modern Mining as – having 
reached the (relatively) ripe old age of 72! – I 
will be retiring at the end of January after a 

15-year stint as editor of the magazine, which was 
founded in 2005. I edited the first issue in March 
of that year, having joined Crown Publications 
(Modern Mining’s parent) the previous month after 
spending the preceding five years editing another 
well-known magazine devoted to the African min-
ing scene.

Looking back, I think I can say that I’ve enjoyed 
just about every minute of the 20 years that I’ve 
now been writing about the mining industry. When 
I started, I knew Africa up to roughly the Zambezi 
River but since then I’ve travelled widely on the 
continent, seeing places that are well off the normal 
tourist routes and pretty much filling three passports 
in the process. 

I suppose the country I’ve visited most – per-
haps not unsurprisingly, given its proximity to South 
Africa – is Botswana but others that I’ve travelled to 
multiple times include all South Africa’s neighbour-
ing states, particularly Zimbabwe; Ghana, Mali and 
Burkina Faso in West Africa; Tanzania in East Africa; 
and, of course, Zambia and the DRC.

Among the highlights over the years were two 
trips to projects in Tanzania bordering the Serengeti, 
which gave me the opportunity to see this world-
renowned wildlife area, and a visit to the Dikulushi 
copper mine in northern Katanga in the DRC in its 
early days of development. Accessing Dikulushi 
back then involved flying to Nchelenge in Zambia’s 
remote Luapula province and then crossing Lake 
Mweru – which is around 50 km wide – in a motor 
boat to get to the DRC.

Also memorable were a stay of several days 
at the tanzanite mine in northern Tanzania, which 
has Mt Kilimanjaro on its doorstep, and a trip to the 
Bisie tin mine, which is located in a rain-forested 
area of spectacular beauty in the DRC’s North Kivu 
province.

Iconic mines I was able to visit included Obuasi 
in Ghana, a legendary gold mine with a more than 
100-year history behind it which is today owned 
by AngloGold Ashanti and is currently being rede-
veloped (see page 14); the Williamson mine in 
Tanzania, in its heyday the world’s most famous 
diamond mine; and two of the pillars of the Zambian 
Copperbelt, Mufulira and Nkana, which both started 

up in the early 1930s and which are still going 
strong today. 

Along the way, I’ve made many friends, both in 
South Africa and further afield, and I would like to 
take this opportunity of thanking them all for their 
support and assistance. The warm hospitality I 
received at remote mines and exploration sites over 
the years was incredible and leaves me with very 
warm memories of the mining industry.

My thanks must also go to the many people in 
public and investor relations who have smoothed my 
way during my time as a mining journalist. There are 
too many of them to name individually but they know 
who they are and I’m happy to say that I now count 
many of them as personal friends.

Enough of my recollections! My successor as 
editor of Modern Mining will be my good friend and 
colleague Munesu Shoko. In many ways, he is the 
perfect person to replace me, as he is already the 
editor of Modern Mining’s sister magazine, Modern 
Quarrying, which covers an industry with strong ties 
– and similarities – to mining. 

Munesu hails from Zimbabwe. 
He started his media career as a 
broadcast journalist in that coun-
try in 2005 but has worked in 
the field of business-to-business 
(B2B) publishing since moving to 
South Africa in 2010. He is vastly 
experienced having contributed 
to or edited titles dealing with 
not only mining and quarrying but 
also energy, civil engineering and 
building.

I should also mention that he is 
extremely well travelled globally. 
He has attended machine launches 
in a number of countries, includ-
ing Sweden and Germany, and is also no stranger 
to industry-leading events devoted to construction 
and mining machinery such as bauma in Munich, 
Germany, and CONEXPO in Las Vegas in the US. He 
will soon, of course, be attending the Mining Indaba 
in Cape Town and many of you will have a chance to 
meet him there.

I won’t steal his thunder but Munesu has great 
plans to grow what is already a successful title. I 
wish him well and have no doubt that he has a great 
career in mining journalism ahead of him.
Arthur Tassell

New editor for Modern Mining

Munesu Shoko
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DRDGOLD, listed on the JSE and NYSE, 
has announced that its 38 % shareholder, 
Sibanye Gold Limited, trading as Sibanye-
Stillwater, has exercised its option to acquire 
an additional 12 % interest in DRDGOLD.

DRDGOLD acquired the gold assets 
of Sibanye-Stillwater’s West Rand Tailings 
Retreatment Project – now known as Far 
West Gold Recoveries (FWGR) – in July 2018 
in return for a 38,1 % stake in DRDGOLD. 
Sibanye-Stillwater had a 24-month option 
to acquire an additional 12 %.

DRDGOLD CEO Niël Pretorius com-
mented: “Sibanye-Stillwater has been our 
largest shareholder for just over 17 months 
now and its support has been invaluable in 
the success of our implementation of the 
first phase of development of FWGR. 

“This latest transaction marks the sin-
gle largest investment that has ever been 
made by an individual shareholder in the 
capital of our company, and it bears testi-
mony to a shared vision for the future of our 
enterprise. 

“It will come in very handy in accel-
erating the further unlocking of value in 
DRDGOLD’s business and will go a long 
way to fund the early-stage development 
of FWGR Phase 2.”

Commenting on the exercise of the 
option, Neal Froneman, CEO of Sibanye-
Stillwater, said: “By securing the majority 

holding in DRDGOLD, a leading surface 
mining and processing company, we con-
tinue to create value for all stakeholders in 
line with our vision. We are thrilled that the 
value of our initial shareholding has already 
increased by 147 % over 17 months.”  

The FWGR acquisition increased 
DRDGOLD’s total mineral reserves at the 
time by approximately 82 %. Its Phase 
1 development, costing R330,7 million, 
entailed the upgrading of the existing 
Driefontein 2 plant to retreat 500  000 
tonnes per month (tpm) of material 
reclaimed from the Driefontein 5 tailings 
dam and of the Driefontein 4 tailings stor-
age facility to cater for additional volumes. 

Phase 1 reached commercial pro-
duction on 1 April 2019 and planned 
throughput of 500 000 tpm during the first 
quarter of FY2020, within budget and time 
parameters.

Phase 2 has begun with conceptual 
studies to evaluate options to treat the 
remaining reserves acquired from Sibanye-
Stillwater. One option is to construct a 
new retreatment plant and tailings storage 
facility to exploit a larger, regional mineral 
resource, producing more gold over a lon-
ger period and rehabilitating a much larger 
footprint. 

Sibanye-Stillwater ups its stake in DRDGOLD

DRDGOLD’s Far West Gold Recoveries DP2 plant near 
Carletonville (photo: DRDGOLD).

Power Metal to earn in on MFC project in Botswana
Power Metal Resources (POW), the AIM-
listed metals exploration and development 
company, reports it has provided writ-
ten confirmation to Kalahari Key Mineral 
Exploration Pty Limited (KKME) that it has 
elected to earn in to a 40 % interest in 
the Molopo Farms Complex (MFC) project 
in Botswana, currently 100 % owned by 
KKME.

To earn in to the 40 % MFC project inter-
est, POW must expend US$500 000 on 
project related expenditure to support drill-
ing of key nickel-copper-PGM targets in 
2020. This spend requirement is fully cov-
ered by POW’s existing cash resources.

In addition to the 40 % direct project 
interest that will be allocated on completion 
of the earn-in, POW also holds 18,26 % of 
KKME equity and therefore, upon earn-in 
completion, will hold an effective economic 

interest of 50,96 % in the MFC project.
Paul Johnson, CEO of Power Metal 

Resources, commented: “Progress achieved 
at the MFC project has been very encour-
aging in 2019, with the helicopter airborne 
electromagnetic work delivering 17 sub-
surface conductor targets and the ground 
geophysics highlighting five key targets for 
initial drilling.

“In recent weeks we have held a number 
of meetings and discussions with the KKME 
team and there is clear and growing confi-
dence in the potential of the MFC project for 
a nickel discovery. We are now working with 
the KKME team on preparations and options 
for an upcoming drill programme and will 
provide further updates to the market as 
material developments occur.

“I would like to be clear that exploration 
drilling of the nature we plan to support is 

high risk, albeit the in-depth preparatory 
work undertaken by KKME helps to mitigate 
that risk and increase the chance of suc-
cess,” Johnson continued.

“That said, I also want to be clear why we 
are enthusiastic and have decided to pro-
ceed with the earn-in opportunity. It is rare 
for investors in the junior resource space 
to have exposure to near-term drill cam-
paigns that could have the potential to yield 
a large-scale nickel sulphide discovery and 
we believe that the MFC project is one such 
opportunity.

“If exploration work proves to be success-
ful, the potential valuation of the MFC project 
could rise dramatically and the project could 
attract considerable interest from larger min-
ing companies, as evidenced by the interest 
already shown to date and by the companies 
that hold ground in the vicinity of the MFC 
project.”

The MFC project consists of three 
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licences covering an area of 2 725 km2 
that are considered prospective for 
nickel-copper-PGM mineralisation .

A helicopter-borne electro-magnetic 
(EM) survey over the Molopo Farms 
Feeder Zone project area completed in 
Q2-2019 identified 17 sub-surface con-
ductor targets and follow up ground EM 
surveys over 14 of the targets produced 
at least six high priority targets of consid-
erable size and scale for which eight drill 
holes have been designed to penetrate 
all targets.

The targets are highly conductive 
bodies which could potentially be host to 
massive nickel sulphides due to the spa-
tial location, particular geological setting 
and associated magnetic response.

Further work has been undertaken 
to select the top priority targets and five 
were selected as a focus for the initial 
drilling programme.

KKME has appointed consultants Well-
fields Consulting Services in Gaborone, 
Botswana to complete a pre-drilling 
Environmental Management Plan (EMP). 
Fieldwork in respect of this EMP has now 
been completed and KKME awaits receipt 
of the EMP report.

KKME has implemented gravity sur-
veys over the five drill targets to eliminate, 
as far as possible, any chance that the 
targets are graphite rather than sulphide 
bodies, since the former, although con-
ductive, would not be of interest. This is 
considered unlikely given the geological 
setting. The final gravity survey report is 
awaited.

Further liaison with drilling contrac-
tors is underway, some of whom have 
expressed a willingness to consider 
equity in lieu of cash for a portion of 
their drilling costs in respect of the initial 
programme. 

AngloGold and IAMGOLD 
to exit from Sadiola
AngloGold Ashanti (AGA) and its joint ven-
ture partner, IAMGOLD Corporation (IMG), 
have agreed to sell their interests in Société 
d’Exploitation des Mines d’Or de Sadiola SA 
(SEMOS) to Allied Gold Corp. SEMOS’ prin-
cipal asset is the Sadiola mine located in 
the Kayes region of Western Mali. AGA and 
IMG each hold a 41 % interest in SEMOS 
with the remaining 18 % interest held by the 
Government of Mali.  

In terms of the agreement, AGA and IMG 
will sell their collective interests in SEMOS 
to Allied Gold for a cash consideration of 
US$105 million, payable as follows: 
 US$50 million (US$25 million each to AGA 

and IMG) upon the fulfilment or waiver of 
all conditions precedent and closing of the 
transaction; 

 up to a further US$5 million (US$2,5 mil-
lion each to AGA and IMG), payable eight 
days after closing, to the extent that the 
cash balance of SEMOS at closing is 
greater than an agreed amount; 

 US$25 million (US$12,5 million each to 
AGA and IMG) upon the production of the 
first 250 000 ounces from the Sadiola 
Sulphides Project (SSP); and 

 US$25 million (US$12,5 million each to 
AGA and IMG) upon the production of a 
further 250 000 ounces from the SSP.
Commenting on the deal, Kelvin Dush-

nisky, CEO of AGA, said “This transaction is 
in line with our disciplined capital allocation 
strategy as we move to streamline our port-
folio and intensify our focus on assets that 
have potential to build critical mass in the 
long term. I’m pleased we have reached an 
agreement with Allied Gold, which has plans 
to secure the long-term future of Sadiola.” 

The Sadiola mine is situated in south-
western Mali, 77 km south-south-west of 
the regional capital Kayes. On-site surface 
infrastructure includes a 4,9 Mt/a CIL gold 
plant, where the ore is eluted and smelted. 
Sadiola commenced production in 1996. As at 
31 December 2018, it had mineral resources 
(100 % basis) of 7,9 million ounces (135,4 Mt at 
1,81 g/t) and ore reserves (100 % basis) of 4,0 
million ounces (63,8 Mt at 1,94 g/t) that com-
prised oxide stockpiles, as well as sulphide 
stockpiles and yet to be mined ore that make 
up the mineral resources and ore reserves for 
the SSP. 

For the nine months ended 30 Septem ber 
2019, the production from Sadiola attribut-
able to AGA was 39 000 ounces at an All in 
Sustaining Cost of US$954 per ounce. 
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Kenmare Resources, which operates the 
Moma Titanium Minerals Mine in northern 
Mozambique and is listed on the LSE and 
the Irish Stock Exchange, has provided a 
trading update for the full year (FY-2019) 
and fourth quarter ending 31 December 
2019 (Q4-2019) and production guidance 
for FY-2020.

Ilmenite production was within 1 % of 
the original FY-2019 guidance range and 
the original guidance was achieved for all 
other products.

During the year a record 36,8 Mt of ore 
was excavated, representing the fourth 
consecutive year of increase. Excavated 
ore tonnes benefitted from a 20 % capac-
ity expansion at Wet Concentrator Plant 
(WCP) B during FY-2018, in addition to a 
dredge automation project and contin-
ued utilisation improvements. However, 
in Q4-2019 excavated ore volumes were 
impacted by reduced power reliability, due 
to upgrade work on the national power 
grid, and difficulties encountered during 
the WCP A dredge automation project, 
as previously announced. Work on the 
national power grid has been completed 

Moma excavates record tonnage of ore in 2019
and power reliability has since improved.

Heavy Mineral Concentrate (HMC) 
production was 1,20 Mt in FY-2019, rep-
resenting a 12 % decrease compared to 
FY-2018 (1,37 Mt) as a result of anticipated 
lower ore grades, partially offset by the 8 % 
increase in excavated ore.

Ilmenite production was 892  900 
tonnes, representing a 7 % decrease 
compared to FY-2018 (958 500 tonnes). 
Primary zircon production of 46 900 tonnes 
(FY-2018: 48 400 tonnes) and rutile pro-
duction of 8 300 tonnes (FY-2018: 8 200 
tonnes) in FY 2019 were broadly in line with 
FY-2018.

Concentrates production of 40  200 
tonnes, representing a 43 % increase 
compared to FY-2018 (28 200 tonnes), 
benefitted from the introduction of a min-
eral sands concentrate product in Q4-2018 
and the reprocessing of tailings stockpiles.

Total shipments of finished products of 
1,03 Mt, represented a 4 % decrease com-
pared to FY2018 (1,07 Mt).

Commissioning of the dredge for the 
WCP C development project commenced 
in November 2019, with commissioning of 

The Moma mine showing Wet Concentrator Plant B which is to be moved to the high grade Pilivili ore zone later this year (photo: Kenmare).

the concentrator starting in January 2020; 
the project is on track to be completed 
within the budget of US$45 million.

“In 2019 Kenmare continued to advance 
its outlined strategy of delivering growth, 
margin expansion and shareholder returns,” 
comments Michael Carvill, Kenmare’s MD. 
“We achieved record shipments in Q4-2019 
and record excavated ore in FY-2019. 
Ilmenite production was within one per 
cent of the original guidance range and we 
achieved guidance for all other products.

“We are targeting ilmenite production 
of 1,2 million tonnes per annum from 2021, 
to be achieved through increased mining 
capacity and higher average ore grades. 
The construction of Wet Concentrator 
Plant C represents the final step in increas-
ing our mining capacity and the move of 
Wet Concentrator Plant B to the high grade 
Pilivili ore zone later this year completes 
our outlined development programme.

“These growth projects are expected 
to enhance our margins, provide stronger 
cashflow stability and position us in the 
first quartile of the industry revenue to cost 
curve. Following the completion of the capi-
tal expenditure programme, free cash flow 
will also benefit significantly.” 
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Shanta Gold, listed on AIM, has announced 
that its New Luika Gold Mine (NLGM) in 
south-west Tanzania has successfully con-
nected to the state power grid operated by 
TANESCO.

The initial connection represents 
approximately 10 % of NLGM’s power 
needs and this is anticipated to increase 
over the next 12-24 months. The cost of 
state grid power is approximately half that 
of self-generated power. 

Connection to the TANESCO grid fur-
ther diversifies power sources at NLGM, 
thereby reducing risk. NLGM now sources 
power from solar, grid electricity, and an 
HFO plant which has recently undergone a 
routine 12 000 hour rebuild of its engines. 

Eric Zurrin, Chief Executive Officer, com-
mented: “This is a significant milestone 
for the New Luika Gold Mine given power 
generation currently represents over 25 % 
of our cash costs. Lowering New Luika’s 
costs reduces the cut-off grade required 
for ounces to make it into the mine plan 

Shanta’s New Luika Gold Mine gets grid power

The New Luika Gold Mine is now connected to the Tanzanian grid (photo: Shanta).

effectively reducing the hurdle for explora-
tion success.”

The New Luika Gold Mine is located 

in the Lupa goldfield of south-western 
Tanzania and has been in operation since 
2012. It produced 81 872 ounces in 2018. 
Originally an open-pit operation, it has now 
transitioned to underground mining. 

ASX-listed Jupiter Mines has announced 
that the concept study into the expansion 
of the Tshipi Borwa manganese mine in 
South Africa has been completed. A com-
prehensive feasibility study will commence 
shortly.

Jupiter owns a 49,9 % beneficial inter-
est in Tshipi Borwa, which is located in the 
Kalahari Manganese Field. Tshipi is the 
largest single manganese mine in South 
Africa and reportedly one of the five larg-
est in the world.

The feasibility study will be based on a 
production profile of 4,5 Mt (the ‘Base Case 
Scenario’), a 50 % increase on the current 
3 Mt production level. 

Production profiles in excess of the Base 
Case Scenario were explored as part of the 
concept study. However, the Base Case has 
a significantly less complex infrastructure 
demand, will involve a shorter timeframe to 
implement and has a lower capital require-
ment. In addition, there is less reliance on 
road transport and the legal requirements 
are significantly more favourable from a 
timing perspective. 

Some of the major constraints to go 
beyond the Base Case Scenario include 
potential mining constraints, the lack of 

Sipa Resources completes diamond drilling
ASX-listed Sipa Resources reports that it 
has completed the most recent phase of 
diamond drilling at its Kitgum Pader nickel-
copper project in northern Uganda with 
eight new holes drilled for a total 3 326,9 m. 

Five of the eight holes have intersected 
new magmatic sulphide mineralised zones 
– at Akelikongo down-plunge, Akelikongo 
West and two zones 500 m west of 
Akelikongo.

The drilling highlights much larger 
regional potential for ultramafic-hosted, 
disseminated and massive sulphide miner-
alisation at and around Akelikongo. 

The project is a joint venture between 
Sipa and Rio Tinto Mining & Exploration 

Limited (Rio Tinto). The current exploration 
programme is being managed by Sipa on 
behalf of Rio Tinto, which is currently earning 
a 51 % interest in the project as part of a farm-
in and JV agreement announced in May 2018. 
Under this agreement, Rio Tinto can fund up 
to US$57 million of exploration expenditure 
and make US$2 million in cash payments to 
earn up to a 75 % interest the project.

Since exploration commenced in August 
2018, the joint venture exploration pro-
gramme has included extensive ground 
gravity and ground magnetic surveying, 
geological mapping and litho-geochemical 
sampling over selected prospects and a 
total of 7 414,1 m of diamond drilling. 

Concept study on Tshipi Borwa expansion completed
water in the area and logistical constraints 
in the medium term.  

Infrastructural optionality will be con-
sidered for substantial production upside 
beyond the Base Case Scenario, to be 
leveraged upon in the future should the 
constraints and market dynamics change. 

Total capital expenditure required for 
the expansion is estimated to be R1,02 
billion (±30 % level of confidence). This 

expenditure provides for some of the 
infrastructure required for the production 
optionality mentioned above. 

Subject to the completion of the fea-
sibility study and commercial process 
(approximately one year), Tshipi would 
expect to reach steady state exports of 
4,5 Mt in three years, with an increase 
in manganese ore exports in year 2 and 
year 3, via a stepped approach. 
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Malawi’s Minister for Natural Resources, 
Energy and Mining has given Statutory 
Consent for Paladin Energy to divest its 
85 % interest in the Kayelekera uranium 
project to ASX-listed Lotus Resources 
(previously Hylea Metals) and Lotus’s joint 
venture partner, Kayelekera Resources.

Ministry  consent  fo l lows Lotus’ 
announce ment in June 2019 that it would 
acquire a 65 % interest in Kayelekera, 
held by Paladin subsidiary Paladin (Africa) 
Limited. Kayelekera Resources will acquire 
20 %, with the remaining 15 % retained by 
the Malawi Government. 

Immediately after completion, Lotus 
plans to formulate a detailed operating 
strategy for the project, which produced 

Ministry consent secured for Kayelekera acquisition
permitted and includes significant plant 
and infrastructure. Kayelekera hosts a 
high-grade uranium resource with an 
existing open-pit mine and demonstrated 
excellent recoveries (87,5 %) while it was in 
production.” 

Kayelekera has a resource (JORC Code 
2004 and NI 43-101) of 19 Mt at 700 ppm 
U3O8 for 28,7 Mlb of contained U3O8. 

“Lotus believes the near-mine and 
regional exploration potential is signifi-
cant,” says Andrew. “Numerous radiometric 
anomalies have been identified over the 
broader project region. Although sev-
eral have been tested previously, targets 
remain open in the Mwankeja South, 
Livingstonia and Chilumba prospects 

based on untested radiometric anom-
alies as well as structural targets in 
the Nthalire areas. 

“Lotus has confidence that its 
highly experienced team via the oper-
ational review, engineering studies 
and resource evaluation will be able 
to make a positive contribution to the 
mining industry in Malawi for the ben-
efit of all stakeholders. Lotus looks 
forward to building mutually beneficial 
relationships with the local community 
and the Government of Malawi.” 

The remaining consent required 
is the Contractual Consent from 
the Minister for Natural Resources, 
Energy and Mining and the Minister 
of Finance, Economic Planning and 
Development. Once this is received, 
the completion of the sale remains 
subject to customary terms and con-
ditions, including Reserve Bank of 
Malawi approval, which is expected 
to follow. The processing plant at Kayelekera, which has been on care and maintenance for several years.

more than 10,9 MIb of uranium between 
2009 and 2014 before Paladin placed it 
on care and maintenance. At the core of 
the strategy will be re-engineering cer-
tain production and mining processes to 
reduce the overall capex and opex of the 
operation.

Lotus has assembled a highly expe-
rienced technical team with significant 
uranium experience. Several of the team 
were instrumental in restructuring and 
reducing costs at the Honeymoon uranium 
mine in South Australia (owned by Boss 
Resources).

“We believe Kayelekera is a world-class 
uranium asset,” comments Lotus Managing 
Director Simon Andrew. “The mine is fully 

DRA given ‘Notice to Proceed’ on Colluli project
Danakali, listed on the ASX and LSE, has 
announced that the Colluli Mining Share 
Company (CMSC) has issued a ‘Notice to 
Proceed’ to DRA Global, the preferred 
provider of Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Management (EPCM) services 
for the Colluli Sulphate of Potash project in 
Eritrea. The notice is an interim agreement 
that allows DRA and CMSC to commence 
the EPCM process. Further, the CMSC 
board has resolved to commence EPCM 
phases 1 & 2. 

The purpose of the phased EPCM 

approach is to ensure that CMSC achieves 
technical, commercial, financial and name-
plate requirements that satisfy the economic 
model, funding criteria and the expectations 
of all stakeholders. 

Comments Project Director Tony Har-
rington: “I am very pleased we will be 
formalising our partnership with DRA after 
over a year of quality and positive inter-
actions with their team. With the majority 
of project funding committed, the CMSC 
Owner’s Team is ready and eager to col-
laborate with DRA and commence work 

immediately. This is the moment our person-
nel and other stakeholders in Eritrea have 
been waiting for.”

Danakali has also announced that CMSC 
has confirmed Earth Moving Worldwide 
(EMW) as its preferred contractor for the 
Colluli project mining services scope. 

The mining services scope covers the 
pre-production period (development) plus 
the first five years of production. It includes 
the provision, operation and maintenance of 
excavation, haulage and dewatering equip-
ment. Execution of the mining services 
contract is expected early in 2020 and pro-
duction is expected to commence in 2022. 
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In its recently released final results for 
the year ended 30 June 2019, AIM-listed 
Firestone Diamonds, which operates the 
Liqhobong diamond mine in Lesotho, 
says that the despite the mine turning in a 
good operational performance, revenues 
declined over the reporting period due to 
a weak diamond market and a reduction in 
carats sold.

Paul Bosma, Chief Executive Officer, 
commented: “The year’s performance was 
solid from an operational perspective, as 
we delivered results within our guidance 
range for all items within our control. From a 
diamond pricing perspective, it was a tough 
year, particularly for the smaller, lower value 
goods, and these conditions are expected 
to persist for the foreseeable future until 
the end of 2020 when global rough supply 
is expected to reduce.

“Due to the expectations of a con-
tinued subdued pricing environment, 
combined with the recent power dis-
ruption to operations, the company has 
continued to engage with its debtholders 

and has made good progress to ensure 
it can sustain operations through the cur-
rent downturn.

“The operations performed solidly dur-
ing the year, achieving guidance in respect 
of the quantity of carats recovered, ore and 
waste tonnes mined, and exceeding guid-
ance in respect of operating costs. A record 
quantity of 8,1 million tonnes was mined 
during the year in terms of the most recent 
mine plan, which is 1,4 million tonnes more 
than the 6,7 million tonnes mined in the pre-
vious year and includes 4,4 million tonnes 
of waste (2018: 2,9 million tonnes). 

“The objective of the mine plan is to 
deliver the best returns in the medium 
term at low risk whilst at the same time 
offering optionality of taking advantage of 
the longer life of mine should the average 
diamond values increase or should there 
be an improvement in market conditions,” 
he continued. “Operating costs contin-
ued to be very well managed and were 
well below guidance for the year, both 
in local currency terms and in US dollar 

terms, due to a weaker Lesotho Maloti.”
Bosma said that in order for Firestone 

to thrive, it needed to regularly recover 
larger, better quality diamonds and to see 
an increase in the price it received for its 
ROM diamonds. “We expect ROM prices to 
recover, assuming consumer demand for 
diamond jewellery remains stable, as sup-
ply decreases as predicted through 2020 
and 2021 due to the closure of mines, most 
notably the Argyle mine in Australia.” 

Weak diamond market challenges Liqhobong

Paul Bosma, CEO of Firestone Diamonds.

www.flexicon.co.za
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Lucapa Diamond Company, listed on the 
ASX, continued to drive production and 
operational efficiencies at the Mothae and 
Lulo mines in Lesotho and Angola respec-
tively in the December 2019 quarter (Q4) 
to counter the decline in global rough dia-
mond demand, which has impacted prices 
and revenues for diamond producers.

While 2019 was a challenging year for 
all diamond producers in respect of sales 
prices, Lucapa says the year ended on a 
more positive note with a turnaround in 

Lucapa notches up record diamond production
mid-stream demand and prices – as evi-
denced in a number of rough diamond 
tenders and sales – and strong holiday 
season jewellery sales in America. 

The record results for the quarter con-
tributed to record annual group production 
of 49 120 carats and combined sales of 
US$55,0 million from the Mothae kim-
berlite mine and the Lulo alluvial mine in 
calendar 2019 (FY-2019), on a 100 % basis 
(non-IFRS). 

Mothae and Lulo continued to underline 

Night view of the 1,1 Mt/a Mothae plant in Lesotho (photo: Lucapa).

their status as niche large stone producers 
during the quarter, producing 287 plus-4,8 
carat diamonds for a combined 2019 total 
of 1 164. This included a combined total of 
five plus-100 carat diamonds.

Mothae processed record tonnes and 
recovered a record grade to produce a 
record 9 837 carats in the quarter for a 2019 
total of more than 30 000 carats in its first 
year of production – 45 % ahead of plan. 
This came on the back of an 11 % increase in 
tonnes treated through the 1,1 Mt/a Mothae 
plant and a 31 % increase in the recovered 
diamond grade for 2019.

Lulo, which Lucapa operates and in 
which it has a 40 % stake, produced 4 170 
carats in the quarter despite disruptions 
caused by near record rainfall towards the 
end of the year and a cessation in opera-
tions during the period as a result of labour 
action, which has since been resolved. This 
resulted in annual production of more than 
19 000 carats, within 1 % of the previous 
year’s result despite the disruptions. 

Lulo and Mothae produce large and 
high-value diamonds, with more than 75 % 
of revenues from both mines being gener-
ated from the recovery of plus-4,8 carat 
stones. 

Lulo has produced 14 plus-100 carat 
diamonds to date and is one of the high-
est average US$ per carat alluvial diamond 
producers in the world. Lucapa and its Lulo 
partners continue to advance their search 
for the primary kimberlite sources of these 
exceptional alluvial gems through a system-
atic exploration programme. 

More exploration success for Roxgold at Séguéla
TSX-listed Roxgold Inc has announced drill-
ing results from the company’s Séguéla gold 
project located in Côte d’Ivoire. 

Highlights of RC drilling at Ancien, part of 
the project, include 23 m at 19,73 g/t Au in 
drill hole SGRC329 from 1 m; 8 m at 11,82 g/t 
Au in drill hole SGRC322 from 82 m; and 
8 m at 8,77 g/t Au in drill hole SGRC324 
from 37 m.

“The exploration success at the Séguéla 
project continues to build confidence in the 
growth potential at our newest development 
project,” stated John Dorward, Roxgold’s 
President and CEO. “With eight of the first 
ten holes hitting significant mineralisation, 
these drill results demonstrate how Ancien 
is quickly becoming a high-value target 
– underscoring our vision of Séguéla as a 
project where the Antenna deposit is sup-
ported by a portfolio of high-quality satellite 

pits along the main structures of the Boulder-
Agouti trend.”

“These excellent results highlight the 
potential for further growth in our min-
eral resource inventory,” commented Paul 
Weedon, Vice President, Exploration. “The 
reconnaissance 10-hole programme at 
Ancien was very successful in delineating 
a clear high-grade core which is open at 
depth, while the strike extensions remain to 
be fully tested along this prospective trend. 
Previous broad spaced geochemistry corre-
lates well with a regional structure that hosts 
Ancien, and presents excellent potential for 
additional high grade prospects.” 

The Séguéla project is located approxi-
mately 240 km north-west of Yamoussoukro, 
the political capital of Côte d’Ivoire, and 
approximately 480 km north-west of Abidjan, 
the commercial capital of the country. 
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Alphamin Resources Corporation, listed 
on the TSX-V, reports that recent improve-
ments in the plant operating practice at 
its Bisie tin mine in the DRC’s North Kivu 
Province, have resulted in a step change 
in processing recoveries to approximately 
70 % (ultimate target: 72 %), despite the 
impact of high arsenic in feed encoun-
tered in October and November. Arsenic 
in feed has dropped off in recent weeks. 
Changes were made to the jig circuit which 
improved jig recoveries and increased the 
mass pull to the gravity section resulting 
in less tin fines and ultimately increased 
recoveries of tin. 

The gravity circuit was reconfigured 
to introduce 100 % of the production into 
the flotation plant and the controls in the 
flotation plant were optimised to improve 
removal of impurities in the final product. 
These changes have partially addressed 
the higher than expected arsenic values in 
the concentrate. Laboratory test work and 
mineralogical investigations have revealed 
that a relatively simple addition to the 

Alphamin boosts recoveries at Bisie tin mine
reagent suite is expected to further reduce 
the levels of deleterious arsenic in the final 
concentrate. The new reagent suite will be 
implemented by early January 2020 with 
a significant reduction in impurities in con-
centrate expected. 

Alphamin expects contained tin produc-
tion for the quarter ending December 2019 
at the higher end of its previous guidance 
range of between 2 000 tons and 2 200 
tons. As a result, Q4-2019 AISC per ton 
of contained tin is expected at the lower 
end of the previous guidance range of 
US$12 000 to US$13 000.

The repair work on the previously 
reported collapse of the bridge on the main 
national road from which the Bisie project is 
accessed is progressing well with comple-
tion expected towards the end of January 
2020. The company has secured a number 
of initiatives aimed at maintaining the flow 
of major consumables to the project, and as 
a result of these initiatives, the production 
of concentrate has continued uninterrupted 
while the bridge is under repair. 

Alphamin has secured the necessary 
approvals to implement a logistical solution 
that will allow for tin concentrate to cross 
the river while the bridge is being repaired 
at a rate exceeding production. This solu-
tion commenced on 18 December and will 
reinstate the company’s revenue stream 
on arrival of trucks in Kampala, Uganda, 
irrespective of how long the bridge repair 
period may take.

Alphamin says it expects contained tin 
production of between 9 000 and 10 000 
tons for the year ending December 2020 
with run-of-mine tin grades averaging 
4 % and overall plant recoveries at 72 %. 
Contained tin sales should be approxi-
mately 2 000 tons higher than production 
as the company reinstates outbound 
logistics following the bridge collapse in 
Q4-2019. An AISC per ton of contained tin 
of between US$10 000 and US$12 000 
for the year ending December 2020 is 
anticipated.

Reputedly the world’s highest grade tin 
mine, Bisie achieved commercial produc-
tion during Q3-2019. It is the first modern, 
commercial-scale mine in North Kivu. 

http://www.technicrete.co.za/mining/
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TSX-listed Teranga Gold Corporation has 
reported record consolidated gold produc-
tion of 288 768 ounces for 2019, exceeding 
the top end of its full-year production guid-
ance at both Sabodala in Senegal and at 
Wahgnion in Burkina Faso. Annual produc-
tion increased by 18 % over the 245 230 
ounces of gold produced in 2018.

“Wahgnion achieved commercial pro-
duction effective November 1, 2019 and 
surpassed the high end of its production 
guidance of 30 000-40 000 ounces with 
a total of 47 492 ounces of gold. Sabodala 
topped its 2019 anticipated production 
guidance of 215 000-230 000 ounces 
with a total of 241 276 ounces of gold 
produced,” said Paul Chawrun, Teranga’s 

Chief Operating Officer. “2019 represents 
the fourth consecutive year in which we 
have exceeded our production guidance 
and reported record results, a testament 
to the quality of our operating teams.” 

Added Richard Young, President and 
CEO: “Our recently announced acquisition 
of the high-grade Massawa gold project 
will allow us to transform the Sabodala-
Massawa complex into a top-tier gold 
producer. We anticipate the Sabodala-
Massawa complex, together with our new 
mine, Wahgnion, will significantly increase 
our consolidated annual production and 
support Teranga’s transformation into a 
low-cost, mid-tier gold producer.” 

Prior to announcing its acquisition of the 

Teranga Gold beats guidance at West African mines

A panoramic view of the Sabodala mine in Senegal (photo: Teranga).

Massawa gold project from Barrick Gold, 
which is expected to close in the first quar-
ter of 2020, Teranga was targeting 2020 
gold production of between 300 000 and 
350 000 ounces based on the latest techni-
cal reports filed for each of its Sabodala and 
Wahgnion gold mines. However, with produc-
tion of Massawa’s free-milling ore expected 
to commence at Sabodala’s existing carbon-
in-leach plant in the second half of this year, 
2020 production is expected to increase 
beyond the previously anticipated range.

Within six months of closing the Mas-
sawa acquisition, Teranga plans to complete 
a pre-feasibility study highlighting updated 
production and costs for the integrated 
Sabodala-Massawa gold complex. 

Environmental permits for gold project in place
ASX- l is ted Azumah Resources has 
announced that it has received all of the 
environmental permits from the Ghanaian 
Environmental Protection Agency required 
to allow it to commence construction and 
operation of its Wa-Lawra gold project. 
The permits provide authorisation for 
construction and operation of both the 
Kunche-Bepkong mine and processing 
plant; and the satellite pit at Julie. 

Along with the appointment of new direc-

tors and Peder Olsen as Construction Manager, 
this is a major milestone in the development 
of a new mine at Wa-Lawra. As previously 
announced, Azumah is working towards con-
cluding funding arrangements in early 2020 
prior to commencement of construction. 

Olsen was formerly Senior Vice President 
(project, mining and technical services) for 
Endeavour Mining, having most recently led 
the construction of the US$425 million CIL 
project at Ity in Côte d’Ivoire. 

Katanga Mining, listed on the TSX, has 
announced that its 75 % subsidiary, Kamoto 
Copper Company (KCC), has entered into 
an agreement with Gécamines, its 25 % 

joint venture partner in KCC, to acquire 
from Gécamines a comprehensive land 
package covering areas adjacent to KCC’s 
existing mining concessions.

The land includes multiple blocks 
over the preferred location for con-
struction of a new long-term tailings 
facility, and multiple other blocks that 
will enhance KCC’s ability to more effi-
ciently operate its mines, facilities and 
other key infrastructure requirements. If 
this agreement is implemented then the 
risks for KCC’s operations resulting from 
land constraints, which are described in 
the company’s 43-101 Technical Report 
issued on November 7, 2019, would be 
mitigated.

KCC will pay up to US$250 million to 
acquire the land, the total amount payable 
being dependent on delivery of title to the 
various different land areas.

KCC expects to satisfy the consider-
ation payments from existing liquidity. The 
agreement anticipates the title transfers to 
be effected during the course of 2020. 

KCC to acquire land package from Gécamines



http://www.thyssenkrupp-industrial-solutions.co.za/
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First gold pour achieved at Obuasi on budget
AngloGold Ashanti (Ghana) Limited, a wholly 
owned subsidiary of AngloGold Ashanti, 
recently reported that it had achieved its 
first pour of gold from the Obuasi Gold Mine, 
signalling the successful redevelopment of 
the mine into a modern, mechanised mining 
operation since mining activities were sus-
pended five years ago. 

The Obuasi Redevelopment Project, 
which seeks to access Obuasi’s 30-Moz 
orebody over the next two decades and 
beyond, has completed the first phase 
of construction on time and on budget. 
Refurbishment of an existing plant and 
construction of new infrastructure and 
underground development, in line with a 
new mine plan, has taken place over the 
past 18 months.

“Producing first gold on budget and on 
a tight schedule is a significant achieve-
ment for the company, for the community 
at Obuasi and for Ghana as a whole,” said 
AngloGold Ashanti Chief Executive Officer 
Kelvin Dushnisky. “Restarting this important 
mine is testament to the focused execution by 
our team on the ground, as well as the clear 
investment framework and supportive envi-
ronment created by the President of Ghana 

and his government, and the King of Ashanti.” 
Following a ramp-up period, AngloGold 

Ashanti estimates mining at a rate of 2 000 
tons per day from Obuasi during 2020, 
climbing to 4 000 tons per day by year-end. 
The mine will be producing gold at an aver-
age run-rate of 350 000 oz – 400 000 oz 
per year for the first ten years, and above 
400 000 oz over the life of mine at all-in sus-
taining costs of around US$800/oz. 

“The team has done an excellent job 
completing the first phase of this project 
and will be focused on ramping up produc-
tion through next year (2020),” said Graham 
Ehm, AngloGold Ashanti’s Executive Vice 
President of Group Planning and Technical, 
who is overseeing the project. “The difficult 
decision was made to suspend production 
in 2014 to rebuild the mine’s foundation 
for a sustainable long-term future that will 
bring benefit to the region over the coming 
decades. We are tremendously proud of 
what has been achieved since then.” 

The underground mine development 
is ongoing, with deepening of the Obuasi 
Deeps Decline and access to the KRS shaft 
on schedule for mid-2020. The construction 
of new plant and infrastructure will continue 

in 2020. The initial project capital for Obuasi 
remains in the range of US$495 million to 
US$545 million, spent between 2018 to the 
end of 2020. 

AngloGold Ashanti is working closely 
with government and community stake-
holders to ensure that the Obuasi mine is 
developed sustainably, fuelling growth for 
Ghana and benefitting the communities 
around the mine. A committee, including 
local stakeholders and regulators, has been 
created to track execution of the reclamation 
of the mine site and the mine will also be 
contributing US$2/oz of gold produced to a 
Community Trust Fund, over its life, to facili-
tate development projects in the local area. 

The project has placed a premium 
on local content, with 80 % of the capital 
thus far spent in-country, according to the 
Managing Director of the Obuasi Mine, Eric 
Asubonteng. Ghanaian companies have 
been given preference in the procurement 
of goods and services, from the large-value 
underground mining contract all the way to 
catering and security contracts. Employment 
has also prioritised Ghanaians from the 
immediate area around the mine wherever 
possible, with Ghanaians from elsewhere 
in the country next in line for recruitment in 
available roles. 

Resolute Mining, listed on the ASX and 
LSE, reports that gold production increased 
by 2 092 ounces to 105 293 oz for the 
December 2019 quarter. This improvement 
in production was achieved despite the sul-

Resolute increases gold output in fourth quarter

The gold plant at Mako. The mine delivered another excellent result in its second quarter under Resolute ownership.

phide circuit at the Syama Gold Mine in Mali 
being offline for most of the quarter.  

Gold production from Syama for 
the quarter was 46 945 oz compris-
ing 33 049 oz from the oxide circuit and 

13 896 oz from the sulphide circuit. Mako in 
Senegal delivered another excellent result 
in its second quarter under Resolute own-
ership with 42 997 oz of gold produced 
during the reporting period. Ravenswood 
in Australia produced 15 351 oz of gold, an 
increase of 2 146 oz on the September 2019 
quarter.

Resolute’s total gold production for the 
12 months to 31 December 2019 totalled 
384 731 oz representing a variance of less 
than 4 % to annual production guidance of 
400 000 oz. The unscheduled material loss 
of production from the Syama sulphide cir-
cuit was balanced by the outperformance 
of the Syama oxide circuit, and strong per-
formances from Mako and Ravenswood.

Syama sulphide production is expected 
to accelerate rapidly in the current quarter 
and be a strong performer for Resolute 
in the 2020 financial year (FY-2020). The 
Syama roaster is now fully operational and 
operating at nameplate capacity. More 
than 400 000 tonnes of underground 
ore has been stockpiled and is available 
for processing. The Syama underground 
autonomous fleet is commissioned and 
Resolute says it is well positioned to deliver 
on Syama’s potential in 2020. 
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Scoping Study supports Sanankoro development

Reverse circulation drilling at Sanankoro (photo: Cora).

Cora Gold Limited, the West African focused 
gold exploration company, has announced 
the results of its initial Scoping Study on the 
Sanankoro gold project, which validates its 
future economic potential. The Study, over-
seen by Wardell Armstrong International (WAI), 
investigated the potential development of the 
near surface oxide resources, which the com-
pany expects to expand significantly in time 
to incorporate additional oxide and sulphide 
potential.

The Sanankoro property lies approximately 
110 km south-west of Bamako in south-west 
Mali. The property consists of five contigu-
ous exploration permits (Sanankoro, Bokoro II, 
Bokoro Est, Dako and Kodiou) that encompass 
a total area of approximately 342 km2. 

According to the Study, a 1,5 Mt/a heap leach 
mine producing plus 45 000 ounces of gold a 
year delivers: an 84 % IRR; plus-US$19 million 
per year average free cash flow generation; 
an NPV of US$30,9 million at an 8 % discount 
rate; an AISC of US$942 per oz; and a payback 
period of less than 18 months. The total capex 
is estimated at a modest US$22,7 million.

“This Scoping Study shows Sanankoro has 
the potential to be a highly profitable stand-
alone oxide mine, delivering a high IRR and 
short capex payback, with an annual aver-
age free cash flow of over US$19 million at a 
US$1 400 gold price,” comments Bert Monro, 
CEO of Cora. “The key will be to drill out more 
oxide resources to extend the mine life and 
sustain the cash flow well beyond this maiden 

study. To date, we have only drilled  approxi-
mately 25 % of the total strike length of the 
potential mineralised zones identified on the 
permit area. Drilling is currently ongoing and 
SRK’s defined exploration target remains 
1-2 Moz gold to a depth of just 100 m. 

“I would like to thank our principal consul-
tants for the Scoping Study: WAI, responsible 
for metallurgy and process; SRK, responsible 
for the Mineral Resource Estimate and mining; 
and Digby Wells, responsible for environmental 
and social work. Together, they have delivered 
a robust initial study, which can be built upon 
as we further develop the project. We have 
already identified areas where optimisations 
can occur, and it has helped us immensely in 
defining the strategy for the ongoing drill cam-
paign at Sanankoro.  

“This is a great start to 2020 and we are con-
fident that positive news flow will be generated 
throughout the coming months as our under-
standing of this exciting project increases.”

Monro has just been appointed CEO of Cora. 
Until December 2019 he was Head of Business 
Development at Hummingbird Resources, a 
substantial shareholder in Cora Gold, where he 
had worked for over a decade. He succeeds 
Jon Forster, a highly experienced exploration 
geologist who has worked in Africa since 1980 
and has been associated with some signifi-
cant gold discoveries during his long career. 
Forster has stepped down from the CEO role 
at his own request to reduce his workload but 
remains Cora’s Head of Exploration. 

https://mailchi.mp/944a9d87c73f/pomrs2t8pi
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A
s an early adopter of digital technology in 
the energy, chemicals and resources sec-
tors, Worley has been constantly testing 
new technology to develop value-adding 

digital strategies and help customers make more 
informed decisions. The company has a real com-
mitment to going digital and Robert Hull, Vice 
President, Mining, Minerals & Metals (MM&M) Africa 
at Worley, emphasises that the company has not 
‘on-boarded’ digital technology just because it is 
the latest buzzword.

“Innovation is in our DNA at Worley,” he says. “We 
have always strived to embed innovation into every 
aspect of the business and keep up with new tech-
nology. The South African operation in particular has 
been active in digitalisation for almost a decade. It is 
at the forefront of introducing digital transformation 
to the mining world. In fact, Worley is one of the only 
professional service providers in the industry to offer 

Worley takes the digital lead
While most engineering companies and project houses serving the 
resources sector have digital capabilities, not all have necessarily 
embraced digital technology to the fullest extent. One that has is 
global project and asset services provider Worley, which considers 
itself one of the world leaders in the application of digital technol-
ogy to the design, engineering and delivery of projects for the 
mining and minerals, chemical and energy industries.

Robert Hull.

By using Building Information 
Modelling (BIM), Worley is able to 
create digital information models 
from 3D through to 7D.

fully integrated Building Information Modelling (BIM) 
compliant designs.” 

Worley has for some time been applying BIM 
principles and systems in the mining and minerals 
processing sectors and its customers are starting to 
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Denver Dreyer.

A ‘digital twin’ of a facility can improve productivity and reduce much of the risk associated with construction, commissioning and operation.

see the value in how a simulated operational facil-
ity model, or a ‘digital twin’, can improve productivity 
and reduce much of the risk associated with con-
struction and commissioning. 

While there are many third party providers offer-
ing 3D modelling services to the mining sector, 
Worley is one of the few companies with in-house 
digital capabilities, and the know-how and technol-
ogy to take BIM from 3D modelling right through to 
7D, creating an intelligent and integrated project 
scope that runs from the design phase right through 
to operation and even decommissioning.

“Many companies have not gone very far 
beyond 3D design,” says Hull. “By contrast, we have 
addressed the entire project development cycle, 
with 4D adding the benefit of a project schedule, 5D 
bringing in cost control, 6D sustainability and com-
missioning, and 7D pertaining to the operations. We 
eventually hand over a hard drive – essentially the 
‘digital twin’ – to the client on the conclusion of a 
project. This replaces the three or four containers 
filled with data and documentation that we would 
previously have left on site. 

“This new digital approach makes accessing proj-
ect information incredibly easy. The customer, for 
example, can ‘walk’ through the virtual facility model, 
click on any component or system such as a pump or 
an electric motor and immediately access the plans, 
the maintenance manual and any other relevant data 
or information. How much easier is this than spend-
ing a day or more going through containers to find 
what you’re looking for?”

While the full scope of Worley’s digital offering 
may not be appropriate for all projects, particularly 

the smaller ones, Hull points out that 
it is modular in nature. “A customer 
might use aspects of it rather than 
the full suite of services,” he says. “It 
all depends on how far the customer 
wants to take it. If all that is required is 
a traditional service, then we can 
accommodate that as well. While 
we encourage customers to 
realise the benefits of digitali-
sation, we certainly don’t insist 
on a digital approach across 
the board.”

Reinforcing the points 
made by Hull, Worley’s Senior 
V ice  Pres ident  Min ing , 
MM&M Europe, Middle East 
and Africa, Denver Dreyer 
says that Worley is leading 
the way in terms of devel-
oping BIM capabilities for 
mining in South Africa. 
He cautions, however, 
that there are many 
pitfalls in digital trans-
formation. “We have 
traversed this path 
for some time, so we 
understand the digital 
challenges. Worley is the 
closest you’re going to find to 
help you navigate through these challenges.” He 
also notes that in order to deliver an intelligent and 
integrated project scope, it is vital to partner with a 
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service provider that has years of industry experi-
ence as well as the technical expertise. 

“Our digital offering goes beyond engineering 
and design, to operations, safety and efficiencies,” 
says Dreyer. “The digital technology that we are 
bringing to the table will help our customers reduce 
costs and operation risk, improve productivity, 
reduce risk to the asset and the environment, and 
reduce risk to human life.”

He says that globally the organisation is driving 
digital transformation to offer customers cutting-
edge digital capabilities, through collaboration 
between locations – especially South Africa, Kolkata 
and Perth – to share digital knowledge.

Hull adds that one of the current initiatives the 
company is working on is undertaking design 
reviews which draw on Worley’s global expertise. 
“We will soon have, say, six or seven of our people 
from Worley offices around the world virtually walk-
ing through a process plant together – even though 
they may be thousands of miles apart – using Virtual 
Reality technology and discussing the design. This 
simply wasn’t possible just a few years ago.”

The company has also formed a new division 
that is purely focusing on digital technologies, and 
is investing in independent software companies 
that are pioneering digital tools that can be applied 
to provide valuable data. For example, Worley is 
collaborating with Arundo Analytics, which has 
developed software that enables advanced ana-
lytics to provide data-driven insights for industrial 
operations, allowing Worley to bring best-in-class 
digital capabilities to its customers. Another exam-
ple is SaltGrid, a cloud-based platform that applies 
artificial intelligence to customers’ health, safety and 

environmental data that not only predicts the num-
ber and types of incidents likely to occur but will also 
give you indications of the areas and people who 
may be affected. 

Using these digital tools, Worley is compiling data 
from every project undertaken by the company glob-
ally. “By analysing the data from previous projects, 
we can look at statistical patterns regarding safety 
and predict typical risk areas. This enables our cus-
tomers to take proactive measures based on the 
history of similar projects,” explains Hull. “We are 
also currently looking at options for incorporating 
this data into the BIM process which will enable cus-
tomers to make statistical projections about things 
such as the highest risk phases and specific areas of 
a project lifecycle. 

“Beyond the project scope, sustainability is the 
highest-ranking agenda on any board, and tools 
such as SaltGrid and BIM will help mining compa-
nies quantify and manage issues such as access to 
energy and water, and the need to reduce carbon 
emissions.” 

“As the pre-eminent global provider of pro-
fessional services to the energy, chemicals and 
resources sectors following Worley’s acquisition of 
Jacobs Engineering Group’s Energy, Chemicals and 
Resources division, we now have far greater exper-
tise, more resources and access to latest technology 
to help our customers navigate the challenges they 
face, from the front-end studies to every phase of 
a project across the full mining value chain,” says 
Dreyer. “Our combined global footprint, skills and 
capabilities have created a new force to be reck-
oned with, which is set to be a clear world leader in 
the mining, minerals and metals space.” 

A platinum processing plant 
designed by Worley for one of its 
customers.

“Our digital offering 
goes beyond 
engineering and design, 
to operations, safety 
and efficiencies.”
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T
he Main Stage presentations are always a great 
drawcard and speakers this year will include 
Gwede Mantashe, South Africa’s Minister of 
Mineral Resources & Energy, who will give the 

welcoming address; Dr Samuel Urkato, Minister of 
Mines and Petroleum of Ethiopia; Robert Friedland 
of Ivanhoe Mines, who always attracts a huge audi-
ence; Mark Bristow of Barrick, one of the leading 
personalities of the African mining scene; Sébastien 
de Montessus, who heads the highly successful 
West African gold miner, Endeavour Mining; and 
Mark Cutifani of Anglo American, who has enjoyed 
huge success in reshaping one of the world’s most 
iconic mining companies.

According to the official event brochure, top dis-
cussion topics will include: 
 The brand of mining: reconnecting the 

African Mining Indaba 
set to be bigger than ever

The upcoming Investing in African Mining Indaba, to be held from 3-6 February at the 
Cape Town International Convention Centre, will be the 26th in the series and the organ-
isers are promising that it will be bigger than previous Mining Indabas, with 7 000 or 
more delegates expected to attend. This year’s event, which will have an emphasis on 
the digitised mining economy, has been designed to make networking and deal making 
easier than ever, with an expanded investor relations service and an enhanced business 
matchmaking system in operation.

A Main Stage presentation at 
Mining Indaba 2019. At the podium 
is Sébastien de Montessus, CEO 
and President of Endeavour 
Mining.

fundamentals of the mining industry with next 
generation values.

 Price volatility and the impact on mining invest-
ment – 2020 and beyond.

 Resource nationalism and investor risk: analysing 
and assessing exposure in current African mar-
kets and strategies to mitigate risk.

 Leveraging precious metals and battery met-
als to create economic stability and thriving 
communities. 

 Winning back the millennial generation: how 
should mining companies position themselves to 
attract millennial investors? 

 Tackling the youth challenge: how can the min-
ing sector be an engine for development across 
Africa? 

 President Ramaphosa’s YES initiative: how can 
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The exhibition forming part of 
the Mining Indaba is expected 
to attract over 200 exhibitors 
this year.

Mining ministers from around 
Africa and sometimes even heads 
of state regularly attend the 
Mining Indaba. Seen here arriving 
at last year’s event is the President 
of Ghana, Nana Akufo-Addo. He 
is flanked (to his right) by Alex 
Grose, MD of Mining Indaba, and 
Mark Shashoua, CEO of Hyve Group, 
owner of the Mining Indaba.

South African mining leverage youth 
employment using this and how is it 
working?
A new addition to the programme at 

this year’s Mining Indaba will be a General 
Counsel Forum. The organisers say this new 
‘stream’ will tackle legal issues unique to 
those working in the mining sector and pro-
vide a platform for law firms and in-house 
legal teams to connect and widen their 
industry knowledge. Discussion topics will 
include land rights issues, environmental 
and employment law, regulatory uncer-
tainty and the legal framework of liability, 
insurance and sustainability surrounding cli-
mate change. The forum will take place on 
6 February, in partnership with Africa Legal.

This year will also see an extended 
Mining 2050 programme. The impact of 
technology on the future of mining opera-
tions will now be discussed over two days instead 
of one, under the theme ‘Optimising growth in the 
fourth industrial revolution’. Key topics include green 
and sustainable technology, waterless mines, arti-
ficial intelligence, robotics and job creation, using 
blockchain technology for sustainability, and miti-
gating digital risk. Among the speakers who will 
participate are Denver Dreyer, Senior Vice President, 
MM&M, EMEA of the Worley Group, and Larisha 
Naidoo, MD of Anglo Zimele.

Climate change and the industry’s role in decar-
bonisation are frontline issues for investors and the 
topics will be discussed during main stage sessions 

and the dedicated Sustainable Development Day. 
Among the issues to be addressed during the 
Sustainable Development Day are ‘Climate smart 
mining’, ‘Innovative tech and data management solu-
tions for sustainable mining’ and ‘Rethinking mine 
rehabilitation’.

A Battery Metals Day on 4 February will look at 
innovative solutions to increase the sustainable sup-
ply of battery materials and will bring together mining 
companies, investors and end-users to provide a 
clear understanding of the challenges and opportuni-
ties in the li-ion supply change. Among the speakers 
lined up are Colin Hamilton of BMO Capital Markets 
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Barrick Gold’s Mark Bristow speaks at last year’s Mining Indaba.

and Harry Greaves of Prospect Resources, the 
company that is developing the Arcadia lithium 
project near Harare in Zimbabwe.

An intergovernmental summit will be held 
on 5 February and speakers confirmed are 
South Africa’s Minister Mantashe, Tyler Gillard 
of the OECD, Gesler E. Murray, Liberia’s 
Minister of Mines & Energy, Roger Baxter, 
CEO of the Minerals Council South Africa, 
Mohamed Abdel Vettah, Mauritania’s Minister 
of Petroleum Energy & Mines, and Lelenta 
Hawa Baba Ba, Mali’s Minister of Mines & 
Petroleum.

The organisers of the Mining Indaba have 
made a determined attempt in recent years 
to take the event back to its roots by making 
it more welcoming to the junior miners who 
were the mainstays of early events. They 
say that they remain committed to connect-
ing junior miners with capital. To this end, the 
Mining Indaba will again feature the Junior 
Mining Showcase, which is a dedicated exhi-
bition space for junior and mid-tier mining 
companies, and also the Junior Mining Forum, 
a dedicated stage exploring the factors driving 
investment within the mining market.

Also aimed at juniors is the Investment 
Battlefield, first launched in 2017 and highly 
popular ever since. The Battlefield provides 
a platform for junior mining companies with a 
market cap below US$50 million to pitch their 
projects to a panel of high-profile investors. 
Each pitch lasts no longer than five minutes 
with 20 minutes of feedback from the judges.

Winning the Investment Battlefield com-
petition can have a marked impact on a 
company’s fortunes, as Thor Explorations and 
its CEO, Segun Lawson, can attest. Thor won 
the 2018 Investment Battlefield and just 14 
months later secured a US$78 million financial 
package for its Segilola open-pit gold project 
in Nigeria, which is now ‘shovel ready’ with all 
approvals in place. It is projected to have a 
production of 80 000 ounces per annum and 
will rank as Nigeria’s first modern, large-scale 
gold mine.

Commenting on the impact of winning the 
Invest ment Battlefield, Lawson says it was 
ground-breaking in terms of “getting out from 
under the radar” and increasing the company’s 
exposure. “It was the first time getting the story 
out to a more global investing audience. We 
had investors from Australia, North America, 
the UK and South Africa all there to listen.”

According to the organisers, 900 plus min-
ing executives, 250 plus executives from junior 
mining companies and 600 plus global inves-
tors attended the show in 2019. In addition, 
over 200 organisations exhibited at the event. 

The Mining Indaba is organised by the 
UK-based, LSE-listed Hyve Group (previously ITE 
Group), which recorded revenues of £220,7 mil-
lion in the year to 30 September 2019 and which 
describes itself as a “next generation global 
events business”. It acquired the Mining Indaba 
from Euromoney Institutional Investor in a deal 
worth £30 million announced in October 2018.
Photos courtesy of Mining Indaba

www.mmdsizers.com
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TOP PROJECTS

T
he first project we feature is the Toliara min-
eral sands project in Madagascar, which is 
being developed by Base Resources, which 
also owns and operates the successful Kwale 

mineral sands mine in Kenya. A recently completed 
Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) has confirmed 
Toliara as a world-class project and Base is planning 
a final investment decision in September this year. 
If it does go ahead, Toliara will produce an average 
of 814 Kt of ilmenite, 55 kt of zircon and 7 kt of rutile 
annually over most of its initial 33-year life.

Base is proposing a staged development of 
Toliara, with Stage 1 – which would establish a 
13  Mt/a mining operation – having a capex of 
US$442 million. Stage 2 would see an increase in 
production to 19 Mt/a and involve a further invest-
ment of US$69 million.

In our second ‘Top Project’ we look at the ‘Starter 
Project’ of Khoemacau Copper Mining, which will 
re-establish Botswana as a copper producer and 
which represents a nearly US$400 million invest-
ment in the country. The project is now moving 
into its peak construction phase and is currently on 
course to start producing concentrate in Q2-2021. 
It will eventually ramp up to a production level of 
around 160 kt per year of concentrate, containing 
approximately 60 000 tonnes of copper and, as a 
nice bonus, 1,9 Moz of silver.

The ‘Starter Project’ encompasses the develop-
ment of a highly mechanised underground mine at 
Khoemacau’s Zone 5 deposit. The ore will be treated 

in an existing concentrator at Boseto, which is within 
easy trucking range of Zone 5. The concentra-
tor – which is being upgraded and expanded – was 
acquired several years ago by Khoemacau when it 
purchased the assets of the now defunct Boseto mine, 
originally developed by Australia’s Discovery Metals.

Our third Top Project is Exxaro’s R3,3 billion 
Belfast coal mine in Mpumalanga, its first ‘green-
field’ project since 2007. The company delivered 
the mine well ahead of schedule, with the first high-
grade thermal coal bring produced in September last 
year, six months earlier than originally anticipated. 
The project maintained an unblemished safety 
record throughout the construction phase.

Belfast has many high-tech features and, accord-
ing to Exxaro, is South Africa’s first mine to have a 
“digital twin”. It is also notable for its involvement of 
local communities in both its construction and opera-
tions. An estimated 4 706 jobs will be created over 
the life of mine which (allowing for the multiplier 
effect) will result in more than 15 500 beneficiaries.

The final project we cover is the Yaouré open-pit 
gold mine in Côte d’Ivoire, currently under construc-
tion by Perseus Mining. Being developed at a cost 
of US$265 million, Yaouré will be Perseus’s second 
mine in Côte d’Ivoire (its first is Sissingué) and will 
produce 215 koz/a of gold at an AISC of US$759/oz 
over the first five years of operation. Current mine life 
is 8,5 years but Perseus believes that this will very 
likely be extended given that it has a highly prospec-
tive 360 km2 land package in the area. 

AFRICA’S TOP MINING PROJECTS
In our regular Top Mining Projects feature we look at projects distinguished by their size, innovation 
or pioneering spirit. This year we have selected four that meet these criteria in four different African 
countries. The commodities covered are mineral sands, copper, coal and gold.

http://www.booyco-electronics.co.za
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T
he DFS outcomes closely align with the Pre-Feasibility Study (PFS) out-
comes released in March 2019 and confirm a post-tax/pre-debt (real) 
NPV10 of US$652 million and an average revenue to cost ratio of 3,15 over 
the initial 33-year mine life. Stage 1 capex to establish a 13 Mt/a mining 

processing operation is estimated at US$442 million and Stage 2 capex, which 
will increase production to 19 Mt, at US$69 million.

“In the first 26 years of full production, the Toliara project is expected to 
produce an average of 814 kt of ilmenite, 55 kt of zircon and 7 kt of rutile annu-
ally, over a period when a global supply deficit of titanium dioxide feedstocks 
and zircon is expected,” comments Bwye. “This production profile, combined 
with a highly competitive revenue to cost of sales ratio, will generate estimated 
average annual free cash flows of US$140,2 million over these years.” 

The Managing Director of Base Resources, Tim Carstens, makes the point 
that Toliara, if it goes ahead, will be the first large-scale mining investment in 
Madagascar in almost a decade. “With the application of the Base Resources’ 
development model, as demonstrated with the Kwale Operation in Kenya, the 

DFS confirms world-class 
status of Toliara project

African mineral sands producer Base Resources, listed on the ASX and AIM, has completed 
a Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) on its Toliara project in Madagascar. According to 
Colin Bwye, Executive Director Operations and Development of Base Resources, the DFS 
confirms the company’s view that Toliara is “a world class mineral sands development 
opportunity.” A final investment decision is planned for September this year.

A drill site at the Toliara mineral 
sands project.
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A dozer trap mining unit. This is 
the mining method that will be 
employed at the Toliara project.

Toliara project is expected to have catalytic impact,” 
he comments. “It will create transformational oppor-
tunities for our communities, economic stimulus for 
the Toliara region and a flagship foreign investment 
for the government that is forecast to directly gener-
ate in excess of US$1 billion in government revenue 
and community development expenditure over the 
33-year mine life.”

The Toliara project is located in south-west 
Madagascar, 45 km north of the regional port town 
of Toliara, 18 km inland from the coast, and approxi-
mately 640 km south-west of Antananarivo, the 
capital city. The project is based on the the Ranobe 
deposit, which comprises a single continuous body 
of mineralisation approximately 20 km long, 1,5 to 
4,5 km wide and 3 to 60 m in thickness. The heavy 
mineral (HM) mineralisation (including ilmenite, rutile 
and zircon) extends from the surface.

The deposit has three mineralised units. These 
are the upper sand unit (USU), a well-sorted, 
fine-grained unconsolidated aeolian sediment min-
eralised unit; the intermediate clay sand unit (ICSU), 
a thin unit of high slime content; and the lower sand 
unit (LSU), a medium-grained quartz sand miner-
alised unit with moderately low slimes content. 
The LSU onlaps the limestone (LST) basement. The 

deposit thickness generally increases to the west.
The JORC-compliant mineral resources estimate 

stands at 1 290 Mt at 5,1 % HM and 6,4 % SL, including 
790 Mt at 5,8 % HM in the measured and indicated 
categories. The estimate is unchanged from the PFS. 
The JORC-compliant ore reserves estimate stands at 
586 Mt at 6,5 % HM.

Base Resources is an experienced mineral 
sands miner. It acquired the Kwale mineral sands 
project in Kenya in 2010 and, over the ensuing 
three years, funded, engineered, constructed and 
commissioned the project, which is now a very suc-
cessful mineral sands mine. It is hoping to repeat 
this experience with Toliara, which it acquired in 
early 2018. The company subsequently advanced 
the project rapidly, completing a concept study and 
the PFS by March 2019.

As detailed in the DFS, the Toliara project will be 
implemented in two stages following a nine-month 
Early Works/Feed programme to take into account 
higher ore grades in the early years. Over its 33-year 
life, it is expected to deliver approximately a com-
bined 840 kt/a of chloride ilmenite, sulphate ilmenite, 
slag ilmenite, zircon and rutile.

Stage 1 consists of the engineering, procure-
ment, construction and commissioning of Heavy 
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Mining Equipment (HME), a Dozer Mining Unit 
(DMU), a 1 750 t/h wet concentrator plant (WCP) and 
a 150 t/h mineral separation plant (MSP). Also to be 
constructed in Stage 1 are various ancillary works 
such as a camp, a power generation facility, a haul/
access road and bridge, an export facility storage 
shed and a jetty, and a multi-buoy mooring (MBM) 
facility and ship loader.

Stage 2 commences four years after initial pro-
duction and includes the addition of a second DMU 
(identical to DMU1), a second 825 t/h WCP, additional 
HME and an upgrade of the power plant capacity by 
30 %. The borefield will be expanded with the addi-
tion of two boreholes and the camp will be enlarged 
with the addition of an 18-room dormitory.

The selected mining method is conventional 
dozer trap with in-pit tailings deposition, enabling a 
short three to four-year cycle from initial land clearing 
to final land rehabilitation. Mining will involve three 
D11 bulldozers feeding a DMU to deliver 13 Mt/a to 
the WCP in Stage 1 before increasing to 19 Mt/a in 
Stage 2, with the addition of a second DMU and a 
single D11 bulldozer for the remaining mine life.

It is envisaged that an existing Kwale DMU built 
by Piacentini & Son will be refurbished and shipped 
to Toliara for Stage 1. The same company will be 
commissioned to supervise the DMU installation at 
Toliara as well as supply the second DMU in year 4. 
Each DMU is designed to be relocatable (using D11 

bulldozers) and it is anticipated that relocation will 
occur every two to four weeks.

Run of mine feed (ROM) enters the DMU through 
a grizzly (400 mm screen), passes up the DMU con-
veyor which discharges to a slurry area where water 
is added, and then screened at 4 mm. The screen 
undersize is pumped to the WCP. Oversize is dis-
posed of in the pit void. 

Coarse tailings (quartz sand) separated by the 
WCP is pumped, initially to an out of pit storage facil-
ity and later to the mining pit void where a moveable 
tails stacker de-waters the slurry. Water is recovered 
and pumped back to the WCP. Sand is stacked to a 
height approximating the planned finished surface 
level and then formed into fine tails evaporation 
ponds by bulldozer.

Flocculated clay tailings (fine tailings) from the 
thickener at the WCP are pumped to the evapora-
tion ponds built on coarse tails. Initially, until enough 
in-pit coarse tails area is available, some ponds will 
be constructed on ore and the dried tails removed 
to allow subsequent mining. The tails ponds will be 
filled to a depth of approximately 1,5 m and when dry 
the clay will be about 0,4 m thick. 

Describing the landform reconstruction process, 
the DFS says the desiccated fine tails are worked 
by bulldozer into the coarse tails to make a nomi-
nal 2 m thick water retention layer at the surface, 
graded into final landform. Stockpiled topsoil is then 

The proposed 150 t/h mineral 
separation plant (MSP).
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placed on top using FELs, dump trucks and dozers 
or graders, following which the area will be ready 
for rehabilitation. The process from scrub clearing to 
final rehabilitation is expected to take 3-4 years.

In terms of processing, the flowsheet adopted for 
the WCPs uses proven spiral technology to produce 
a HMC grade above 90 %. The robust three-stage 
spiral plant design is based on bulk sample testwork 
conducted at Mineral Technologies’ metallurgical 
facilities and caters for the range of heavy minerals 
grades within the Ranobe deposit.

The wet concentrator plant (WCP) 
flowsheet.

HMC from the WCP is pumped to the MSP. This 
will be fed at rate of 150 t/h, with the process being 
decoupled from the mining operation by an HMC 
stockpile which buffers changing ore grades and 
differing plant run times. Ilmenite (sulphate, chloride, 
slag), rutile and zircon final products will be produced 
at the MSP via a six-circuit flowsheet. Recoveries of 
94,6 % ilmenite, 79,4 % zircon and 58,4 % rutile are 
anticipated. Final products will be stored in 1 000 t 
bins (350 t for rutile) with additional site storage 

Continued on page 41
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Exploration at Toliara by Base 
Resources and earlier owners 
of the project has delineated a 
mineral resource of 1 290 Mt at 
5,1 % heavy minerals (HM).

provided for three ilmenite products (two 
weeks’ production).

A tall building (approximately 50 m) 
design has been adopted for the MSP 
with multiple machine floors to reduce 
operating cost (by utilising gravity to 
reduce materials handling equipment 
and drives). The MSP is fixed for the life 

of mine and all major mine infrastructure will be located at the 
MSP site (including power generation, administration, work-
shops, stores and camp).

In terms of infrastructure, Toliara is not particularly well 
served and the project scope addresses this through building a 
45 km-long dedicated product haulage and access road (includ-
ing a new 630 m long concrete bridge over the Fiherena River), 
an export facility, a power plant, a borefield for water supply and 
a permanent camp for expatriate and non-local skilled person-
nel (able to house 263 operational people and the 630 people 
expected during construction).

It is envisaged that power for the mine site will be supplied 
by an Independent Power Producer (IPP) with generation being 
based on a hybrid HFO, solar PV and battery storage system 
located near the MSP and camp. Stage 1 installed power is 
23,5 MW with this increasing to 29 MW in Stage 2.

Regarding the construction phase, the DFS says that the 
construction effort will be spread over a wide geographic area 
covering the MSP, WCP, mine infrastructure, road, bridge and 
export facility. These works will be performed by multiple civil, 
structural, mechanical and pipework (SMP), electrical and instru-
mentation (EI) and marine contractors, with a workforce peaking 
at 1 629. It is currently envisaged that Stage 1 will be imple-
mented over 26 months from October 2020 to November 2022 
and Stage 2 between September 2025 and September 2026.
Photos courtesy of Base Resources

Continued from page 32
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T
he 3,65 Mt/a Starter Project involves the build-
ing of an underground mine – accessed by 
three separate ramp systems – at Khoemacau’s 
Zone 5 deposit which will produce between 

155 and 165 kt of high-grade (40 %) concentrate 
a year containing approximately 60 000 tonnes 
of copper metal and 1,9 Moz of silver. The mine 
will re-establish Botswana as a copper producer, 
following the demise of BCL, which for decades pro-
duced copper and nickel at its underground mine 
in Selebi-Phikwe, and the failure of two more recent 
copper-mining ventures, Mowana and Boseto, which 
were both open-pit operations. 

Boseto, in fact, was the first mine to exploit the 
Kalahari Copperbelt, a ‘corridor’ of sediment-hosted 
copper/silver mineralisation extending south-west 
from Maun in Botswana through to the Namibian 
border and beyond. The mineralisation was first dis-
covered decades ago but the area has only been 

Construction of Kalahari 
copper mine in full swing

Development of the US$397 million Starter Project of Khoemacau Copper Mining (Khoe-
macau) in the Kalahari Copperbelt of Botswana is progressing well, with virtually all 
major contractors now appointed, most long-lead equipment items manufactured and 
ready for despatch to site and excavation of the three boxcuts required for the new un-
derground mine nearing completion. According to Johan Ferreira, Chief Executive Officer 
(CEO) of Cupric Canyon Capital and Khoemacau Copper Mining, the project is on course 
for first concentrate production in the second quarter of 2021.

The President of Botswana, 
Dr Mokgweetsi Masisi, at the 
ground-breaking ceremony 
marking the launch of the 
project. Pictured with him are 
Khoemacau’s CEO, Johan Ferreira 
(centre), and Mmama Mhlanga-
Fichani, Khoemacau’s Vice 
President – Human Resources and 
Communications.

subjected to intensive 
exploration over the past 
15 years or so. After Boseto 
went into liquidation in 
early 2015, its assets – 
including a modern 3 Mt/a 
concentrator plant – were 
acquired by Khoemacau. 
The plant, which is being 
volumetrically as well as 

metallurgically upgraded, is being integrated into 
the Starter Project as it lies within trucking distance 
of the Zone 5 deposit.

Located around 100 km south-west of Maun by 
road, Zone 5 was discovered in 2012 and forms part 
of a 4 040 km2 land package that Khoemacau holds 
in the Kalahari Copperbelt. It hosts a resource of 
91,7 Mt at a grade of 2,1 % Cu and 21,9 g/t Ag. With 
over 200 km of drilling completed at Zone 5, the 
orebody – which has an average width of approxi-
mately 10 m and a strike length of 4,2 km – is well 
understood and has been assessed as being ideal 
for a low-cost, highly mechanised mining operation.

Although early preliminary works on the Starter 
Project were initiated in the last quarter of 2018, 
work in earnest started at the beginning of 2019 
and the project was officially launched on 28 June 
2019 by the President of Botswana, Dr Mokgweetsi 
Masisi. This ground-breaking ceremony at the 
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A recent aerial view of the central 
boxcut.

The 32 km access road linking the 
Boseto and Zone 5 sites. It will 
eventually have a Cape seal.

Zone 5 site was also attended by Ferreira, who is 
based in Gaborone. 

Well-known in African mining circles (he was 
previously Senior VP, South African Operations for 
AngloGold Ashanti and Senior VP – Africa Region 
for Newmont, based in Ghana), Ferreira has over-
seen the Khoemacau project since 2017. Not only 
does he head Khoemacau but he is also CEO of 
Cupric Canyon Capital, the majority shareholder 
in Khoemacau. Under his watch, the project has 
become ever more Botswanan in 
character, with operational con-
trol exercised from Khoemacau’s 
office in Gaborone and with 
citizens of Botswana being well 
represented at senior manage-
ment level.

Outlining the progress on 
the project, Ferreira says that 
Khoemacau is now fully funded 
for execution of the project, with 
the US$650 million of funding 
announced in February 2019, 
with full financial closure in July 
2019, now in place. The main ele-
ments of the funding package 
are a US$275 million debt facil-
ity from Red Kite Mine Finance; a 
US$212 million to US$265 million 

‘silver stream’ from RGLD Gold AG (RG AG), a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Royal Gold, Inc (Royal Gold), 
which is essentially a silver purchase and sale agree-
ment; and a US$25 million subordinated debt facility 
from RG AG. In addition, Resource Capital Fund VII 
LP (RCF VII) has subscribed for US$70 million of ordi-
nary equity in the Khoemacau group of companies, 
giving it an effective 11,7 % interest in Khoemacau.

“With the financial side of the project tied up, 
we have been able to make rapid progress,” says 
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This panoramic view of the central 
boxcut gives some idea of the 
scale of the excavation.

The concentrator plant at Boseto, 
which is now being upgraded and 
expanded.

Ferreira. “As at the end of November 2019, we had 
1 630 people on site, which is very close to the antici-
pated peak construction manning of 1 700 to 1 800 
which we will experience within the next few weeks. 
The key contractors active on the project thus far 
have been Kalcon, whose scope of work includes 
the three boxcuts, civil infrastructure at Zone 5 as 
well as a 40 km long water pipeline from our well-
field at Haka, and Concor Botswana, which is the 
earthworks and roads contractor. Concor is nearly 
complete with the final terraces at Zone 5 and 32 km 
of access road linking the Boseto property with 
Zone 5 and they are also responsible for the 35 km 
haul road covering mostly the same route, which 
should be finished in about nine months’ time. Both 
roads will ultimately have a Cape seal.”

The boxcuts are very substantial excavations, 

48 to 52 m in depth, 600 to 800 m long and 300 
to 500 m wide, with the first 30 m being through 
Kalahari sand. By late November 2019, around 1,1 mil-
lion cubic metres of material had been removed from 
each of the three boxcuts. 

Ferreira says that a third major contrac-
tor appointed for the project, Barminco (part of 
Australia’s Perenti Group), will commence mining 
operations in February as part of its five-year under-
ground mining services contract which is worth 
approximately A$800 million. The company, one of 
the world’s leading hard-rock underground miners, 
is responsible for developing – and production from 
– the underground mine. 

“The first machines which arrived during Q4-2019 
were commissioned and have been deployed to 
develop the three decline systems,” he states. “We 
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Layout of the Khoemacau project.

anticipate that Barminco will be on target to have all 
three decline systems in production and operating 
simultaneously by early Q2-2020.”

Ferreira also notes that Barminco has estab-
lished a mechanised underground training centre 
– equipped with the latest simulators – in Maun. 
“This is in keeping with our overall philosophy for the 
project that skills transfer is critical and employment 
opportunities for Botswana citizens must be maxi-
mised. We and our contractors will undertake the 
necessary training and skills transfer to ensure that 
this objective is met and the Barminco mechanised 
underground training centre is evidence of this com-
mitment. We see wider spinoffs for Botswana since 
there are other mines in the country – most notably 
the Karowe diamond mine – which are contemplat-
ing going underground and which are going to need 
mechanised underground mining skills.”

The Zone 5 mine will employ a sub-level open 
stoping mining method, transitioning to paste fill 
below 450 m. It will, in effect, consist of three sepa-
rate but interlinked underground operations, each 
operating over a strike length of 1,5 km and pro-
ducing on average 1,2 Mt/a. The central and south 
mines will have twin declines and the north mine a 
single decline, with a diagonal connection from the 
central mine. Operations will be highly mechanised 
and automated with remotely controlled equipment 
extracting ore from the stopes. 

The sulphide ore generated by the Zone 5 mine 
will be trucked to Boseto for treatment at the Boseto 
concentrator. Commissioned in 2012, this is a mod-
ern crushing, grinding and flotation facility which 
has been on care and maintenance for the past five 
years. As mentioned, it is in the process of being 
upgraded and expanded to allow it to treat 3,6 Mt/a 
or 10 000 tonnes a day.

New scalping and product screens are to be 
installed as part of the volumetric upgrade while the 
metallurgical upgrade will see the flotation circuits 

being changed, a new high-intensity regrind mill 
being installed, the filter press being replaced and 
the addition of a new concentrate thickener and 
a new bagging unit. Suppliers include Outotec 
(Larox filter and HIGmill) and Glencore Technology 
(Jameson cells). 

The EPCM contractor for the upgrade and 
expansion of the concentrator (and all the other 
surface infrastructure of the Starter Project) is Fluor 
Daniels Botswana while the Steel, Mechanical, 
Platework & Piping (SMPP) contractor is SMEI 
Projects, which has recently mobilised to site and is 
currently removing parts of the concentrator – such 
as the filter plant, the original fine regrind ball mills 
and conveyors – which will be replaced with newer 
appropriate technology.

To accommodate the workforce on the Starter 
Project, 500 ‘beds’ have been provided at Boseto, 
in addition to the Toteng accommodation, while the 
original 80-bed exploration camp at Zone 5 has 
been supplemented by new ‘junior’ and ‘senior’ con-
struction camps. South African company National & 
Overseas Modular Construction is currently busy 
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Surface infrastructure at the 
Zone 5 site.

Construction in progress in the 
workshop area at Zone 5.

erecting the 650-person perma-
nent camp at Zone 5 and the first 
two accommodation blocks have 
already been handed over.

Power for the Starter Project 
will be drawn from Botswana’s 
National Grid, which is now 
being extended by the Botswana 
Power Corporation to the North 
West, Chobe and Gantsi districts 
of Botswana via the Pula 4,6 bil-
lion North West Transmission 
Grid Connect ion (NWTGC) 
project, one of the country’s 
biggest current infrastructure 
programmes. The Starter Project 
will be linked to the extended 
grid by a 132 kV transmission 
line from the Toteng sub-station. Khoemacau has 
recently awarded the contract for the 50 km trans-
mission line and two 132/11 kV substations (Boseto 
and Zone 5) to the CONCO Group, one of Africa’s 
largest power infrastructure service providers. Work 
started in Q4-2019.

Having grid power is an important plus for the 
Starter Project, given the huge costs associated 
with generating power on site from diesel gensets. 
Indeed, one of the reasons for the failure of the 
Boseto mine was its reliance on expensive diesel-
generated power. Barring any unforeseen delays, 
the new mine will start up on grid power although 
Barminco will be dependent on gensets for the first 
several months of its contract.

As its name implies, the Starter Project repre-
sents just the first phase of Khoemacau’s ambitious 
plans for its tenements in Botswana. The company is 
planning expansions – including increasing the out-
put of its Zone 5 mine, development of its resources 
in and around Boseto and Zone 5 and possibly a 
standalone mine at the Banana Zone deposit, 80 km 
south-west of Zone 5 – that could eventually see 
production increase to as much as 180 kt of cop-
per a year. Ferreira says that Fluor has already been 
appointed to undertake a scoping study on the first 
stage of expansion, which will be centred on Zone 
5 and Boseto and could result in annual copper pro-
duction increasing from the approximately 60 kt of 
the Starter Project to more than 100 kt.

“We’re looking at establishing a new processing 
plant at Zone 5 which would increase capacity from 
3,6 Mt/a to somewhere between 5 Mt/a and 8 Mt/a,” 
he explains. “Keeping the Boseto concentrator and 
the proposed future Zone 5 concentrator full will 
likely involve increasing output from the Zone 5 mine 
and mining our additional deposits, including Zone 5 
North, which is 4 km from Zone 5, Mango, which is 
to the south of Zone 5, and Zeta NE at Boseto. The 
timeline for commencement of the first stage of 
expansion is currently anticipated to be Q4-2022 
and, with the study work advancing, Khoemacau’s 
intention to expand is not in any doubt.” 

Summing up, the Starter Project represents the 
second (Boseto was the first) initiative to open up 
the Kalahari Copperbelt and all the signs are that it 
is going to be a highly successful venture with mul-
tiple expansion opportunities. Moreover, it could be 
joined within the next several years by the nearby 
T3 open-pit project, now in the hands of Sandfire 
Resources after its recent acquisition of fellow 
Australian company MOD Resources. Clearly, the 
Kalahari Copperbelt is now emerging as a major 
copper-mining district and Khoemacau can take 
satisfaction in the role it has played – and contin-
ues to play – in this welcome development, which 
will diversify Botswana’s mining sector and help to 
reduce the country’s current over-dependence on 
diamond mining.
Report by Arthur Tassell, photos courtesy of Khoemacau
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A
lthough the Belfast mine is Exxaro’s first 
‘greenfield’ project since 2007 when the 
Inyanda mine was built, the company exe-
cuted the project immaculately, announcing in 

September last year that the mine had produced its 
first high-grade thermal coal six months earlier than 

Belfast – a high-tech pacesetter
With South Africa’s mining industry having been in the doldrums for 
several years now, new mines of any note coming on stream have 
been few and far between. Nevertheless, 2019 saw two significant 
newcomers entering production – Vedanta’s Gamsberg zinc project 
and Exxaro’s Belfast coal mine. Both are notable for their high-tech 
features, particularly Belfast which Exxaro says is South Africa’s 
first mine to have a ‘digital twin’. Modern Mining recently visited 
the mine as part of a media group.

The first coal at the Belfast coal 
mine was produced six months 
ahead of schedule.

scheduled and well within the R3,3 billion budget. 
What’s more, the project was delivered without a 
single injury to any worker, with 4,6 million LTI-free 
hours being worked from the start of construction in 
late 2017 through to first coal.

Commenting at the time, Exxaro’s Executive Head 
of Projects, Johan Meyer, said: “The seamless team-
work from the company’s value chain has resulted 
in the delivery of the first RB1 product from Exxaro’s 
new greenfield Belfast coal mine. The project and 
operations teams have managed to successfully 
accelerate and produce the first RB1 product ahead 
of schedule and well within budget and with no lost 
time due to injuries.”

An opencast operation, Belfast occupies a total 
mining right area of 7 198 ha and is located 55 km 
east of Middelburg and 10 km south-west of the town 
of Belfast on the southern side of the N4 highway. 
It exploits what Exxaro says is the last good qual-
ity, A-grade, high-yield coal deposit in Mpumalanga. 
It will primarily produce A-grade, export quality 
coal (typically 6 000 kcal/kg) at a projected rate of 
2,2 Mt/a and a secondary-quality product (typically 
21,5 MJ/kg) for local use or export at a rate of approx-
imately 0,5 Mt/a.

The mine life is 17 years but there is potential for a 
second phase of development (which could include 
an underground operation), depending on mar-
ket conditions, which could extend the life of mine 
to 30 years. The total resources are 83,2 Mt in the 
measured category, 23,24 Mt in the indicated, and 
25,9 Mt in the inferred. 

The mine will make an enormous contribution to 
the local economy. Over 6 000 direct and indirect 
jobs were created during the construction phase, 
seeing almost 20 000 people benefitting, mostly 
from the local Nkangala District Municipality com-
munity. An estimated 4 706 jobs will be created over 
the life of mine which (allowing for the multiplier 
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A panoramic view of the Belfast 
site at an advanced stage 
of construction showing the 
processing plant and coal silos.

The two 7 500-t capacity, 42-m 
high coal silos.

effect) will result in more than 15 500 beneficiaries. 
The targeted local spend during construction was 
R293 million.

Two mining contractors are undertaking min-
ing operations and have committed 30 % towards 
local procurement while three black-women-owned 
companies have been appointed to transport coal 
by road from the mine to the Rietkuil siding, which 
has been constructed near the Arnot Power Station.

Exxaro managed the development of the project 
using its own in-house team. The major contractors 
contributing to the project were DRA, the EPCM 
contractor for the coal handling and preparation 
plant (CHPP), Concor Infrastructure, responsible for 
earthworks and civils, and SMEI, appointed as the 
structural, mechanical, platework & piping (SMPP) 
contractor. 

The CHPP consists of primary and secondary 
sizing stations (with MMD Mineral Sizers Africa sup-
plying the mineral sizers), an overland conveyor, two 
7 500-t capacity, 42-m high silos, low gravity and 
high gravity DMS modules, a thickener circuit, a filter 
plant and a stacker conveyor. The capacity is 500 t/h 
and the plant is able to produce both a domestic and 
an export product.

The scope of Concor Infrastructure’s work 

included the construction of four major dams (lined 
with both a geosynethetic clay liner and HDP 
sheets), 26 concrete platforms and terraces, 37 inter-
nal roads totalling 16 km in length, and the upgrade 
of almost 13 km of provincial roads. The provincial 
roads upgraded are the D1770 and the D1110 with the 
work including eight major culverts and the installa-
tion of 9,5 km of subsoil drains. 

By any standards, Belfast is a big project. During 
construction, 556 piles were installed, concrete 
equivalent to 5  568 concrete truck loads was 
placed, 16 312 tonnes of structural steel was erected 
and 117 000 m2 of asphalt laid. Brickwork totalled 
7 882 m2 and roof sheeting 6 028 m2. The total vol-
ume of excavated material was 1,46 million m3. The 
total cabling on site amounts to 127 km.

As mentioned, what sets Belfast apart is the high 
degree of digitalisation that has been built into its 
design and its operations. Particularly interesting 
is the digital twin concept, which has involved the 
creation of a digital replica of the mine that allows 
Exxaro managers – and, where appropriate, con-
sultants and contractors – to connect into the mine 
and manage it from anywhere. Digitalisation makes 
it possible to remotely monitor and track all the 
devices and access performance data; maintenance 
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teams will be connected to specific equipment and 
machinery, allowing problems to be picked up early 
and addressed.

Exxaro’s innovation at Belfast and its other 
mines has not gone unnoticed and the com-
pany was recently awarded the top prize at the 
19th annual SA National Business Awards in the 
Innovation category. It was also recognised in the 
recent MTN IoT (Internet of Things) awards in the 
Best Industry Solution category for the IoT-based 
production system – earlyROM Mining Production 
System – that manages the mining fleet in real-time 
at the Belfast mine.

The Belfast project forms part of a R20 billion 
investment programme that Exxaro is undertaking 
spanning the years 2018 to 2023. Other projects in 
the programme include the R4,8 billion expansion 
of the GG6 plant at its flagship Grootegeluk coal 
mine; the R1,3 billion Grootegeluk Load Out Station 
upgrade project; the Leeuwpan Life Extension 
project, a R522 million optimisation project at the 
Leeuwpan coal mine; the R1,9 billion Mafube Life 
Extension project; the R3,5 billion Matla Life of Mine 
project, which – among other things – involves 
the relocation of Matla Mine 1; and the R3,2 billion 
Thabametsi Phase 1 coal project. 

Grootegeluk and Thabametsi are both located 
in the Waterberg coalfield in Limpopo Province 
while all the other projects are in Mpumalanga. It 
should also be noted that Mafube is a joint venture 
with Anglo American. The Belfast, Leeuwpan and 
Mafube projects are complete, as is the first phase 
of GG6. Thabametsi forms part of an IPP project. All 
the licensing is in place and the project is now in the 
financing phase.

Speaking at the 2nd South African Investment 

Looking towards the tip showing 
the primary and secondary sizing 
stations.

Part of the processing plant area 
with thickeners in the foreground.

Conference held in November last year at the 
Sandton Convention Centre, Exxaro CEO Mxolisi 
Mgojo re-affirmed the company’s commitment to 
President Cyril Ramaphosa’s investment drive for 
the country. “I’m pleased to confirm that we are on 
target to fully spend the remaining R9 billion balance 
of the R20 billion up to the year 2023 to complete 
our projects,” he said. He concluded by saying that 
Exxaro remained “driven as a South African com-
pany to realise the President’s vision and participate 
in the collective effort of all gathered here to achieve 
the country’s mission of inclusive growth.”

Exxaro produced just short of 48 Mt of coal in 
2018 (with 8 Mt of this total being exported) and is 
aiming to increase this to 60 Mt by 2023. The com-
pany is South Africa’s largest coal producer and its 
Grootegeluk mine is one of the largest coal mines in 
the southern hemisphere.
Photos courtesy of Exxaro
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T
he project took a big step forward on 
9 December 2019 when a Mining Convention 
was signed by representatives of the State of 
Côte d’Ivoire and Perseus’s Ivorian subsidiary, 

Perseus Mining Yaouré SA, at a ceremony held in 
Abidjan. This Convention provides a guarantee of 
fiscal stability and sets out a range of other rights 
and obligations that will apply to Perseus during the 
life of Yaouré. 

Commenting on the signing, Perseus’s Managing 
Director and CEO, Jeff Quartermaine, said:  “The 
signing of the Yaouré Mining Convention is a major 
milestone on the path to bringing the Yaouré gold 
mine into production. With the document now 
signed, we can move forward with confidence in the 
knowledge that the fiscal laws on which our deci-
sion to develop the mine was based will not change 
during the life of the mine.  

Yaouré on course to pour 
its first gold a month early

Any round-up of top African mining projects such as we have in this issue will ideally include 
a gold project from West Africa, where the gold sector is currently enjoying an unprecedented 
boom. We have chosen to cover Yaouré in Côte d’Ivoire, which will be the third mine of ASX- and 
TSX-listed Perseus Mining. Destined to be a plus-200 000 oz a year producer in its early years, 
Yaouré – whose development was approved in May last year – is on course to pour its first gold 
in December this year, one month ahead of the currently contracted completion date.

Construction of the Yaouré camp 
is now well advanced.

“At this stage, an open-
pit mine with an expected 
mine life of 8,5 years has 
been defined at Yaouré; 
however, it is considered 
likely that the life of the 
mine will be extended well 
beyond this limit as the very 
considerable mineral poten-
tial of the tenements on 
which the mine is located 
is progressively unlocked. 
In this regard, work has begun on delineating min-
eral resources that can be mined using underground 
mining techniques and at this stage the results of this 
work are encouraging. 

“Yaouré will be Perseus’s third gold mine and our 
second gold mine in Côte d’Ivoire. When Yaouré is 
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A recent aerial view of the Yaouré 
plant site.

fully operational, Perseus will be producing in excess 
of 500 000 ounces of gold per year. The average all-
in site cost of producing gold at Yaouré over the first 
five years of the mine is forecast to be US$734 per 
ounce, meaning that if gold prices are maintained 
at current levels, then very strong cashflows will be 
generated and available for funding benefits for our 
stakeholders.” 

The project is being undertaken by the 
same teams (Perseus’s own in-house team and 
Lycopodium) that delivered Perseus’s second mine, 
Sissingué in northern Côte d’Ivoire, ahead of time 
and on budget. Sissingué 
achieved commercial produc-
tion on 1 April 2018.

In December 2019, Perseus 
a n n o u n c e d  a n o t h e r  ke y 
appointment for Yaouré, report-
ing that the mining services 
contract had been awarded to 
EPSA Internacional SA (EPSA). 
Headquartered in Spain, EPSA 
is a privately owned, global 
earthmoving and mining con-
tractor that provides a range of 
mining, civil works and earth-
moving services to a blue-chip 
list of mining clients located 
in 15 countries. It has approxi-
mately 4 000 employees and 

deploys nearly 1 600 pieces of equipment.
The contract will run for a period of 65 months 

commencing on 1 November 2020 and envisages 
the movement of approximately 170 Mt of material, 
including 27 Mt of ore containing more than 1,5 Moz 
of gold. EPSA is expected to commence mobilising 
equipment to site in the March 2020 quarter, after 
which it will employ and train a predominantly Ivorian 
workforce in preparation for the formal commence-
ment of the contract later in the year.

The award of the contract was the culmination 
of a competitive tendering process in which eight 

The ore will be processed in a 
conventional plant consisting 
of single-stage crushing, SAG 
and ball milling, gravity and CIL 
recovery.
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credible West African and international mining con-
tractors participated. EPSA, whose current client 
list includes major gold mining companies such as 
Newmont, Goldcorp, Agnico Eagle and Yamana 
Gold, has – according to Perseus – a proven track 
record of establishing greenfield mining sites in juris-
dictions where employment and training from local 
catchment communities is a priority.

Yaouré, which was acquired by Perseus in 2016 
as part of its acquisition of Amara Mining (formerly 
Cluff), lies within the eastern half of the informally 
named Bouflé greenstone belt. It is located in a rural 
area on the southern edge of Lake Kossou, 260 km 
north-west of Abidjan. The Kossou hydroelectric 
power station is 6 km east of the project. The ore-
body has been exploited before with two previous 
operators having had smallish heap leach operations 
at the site, which between them produced approxi-
mately 257 koz of gold.

A DFS was completed on Yaouré in November 
2017 that detailed a US$265 
million development producing 
215 koz/a of gold at an AISC of 
US$734/oz over the first five years 
of operation. Life of mine produc-
tion will be 1,4 Moz at an AISC of 
US$759/oz over 8,5 years.

As detailed in the DFS, ore will 
be sourced from two open pits, 
CMA and Yaouré, and historical 
heap leach stockpiles. Mining will 
be by conventional open-pit min-
ing methods utilising hydraulic 
excavators and trucks. In ore, min-
ing bench heights will be 5 m with 
2,5 m flitches to minimise ore loss 
and waste rock dilution. Waste 

blocks adjacent to ore will be mined on 5 m benches 
while waste more distant to ore will be mined on 
10 m benches. 

The ore will be processed in a conventional 
3,3 Mt/a plant consisting of single-stage crushing, 
SAG and ball milling, gravity and CIL recovery. The 
ore is particularly hard and careful consideration 
was given to the design of the comminution circuit 
in conjunction with the mine drilling and blasting. The 
optimum grind size of 75 µm was determined from 
extensive metallurgical test work at a range of grind 
sizes to optimise cost and recovery.

In terms of infrastructure, power for the Yaouré 
operation will be sourced from the grid via a 6,5 km 
power line connected to the Kossou hydroelectric 
power station while the permanent water supply will 
be sourced from the Bandama River downstream of 
the station.

According to Perseus, the project has strong com-
munity support and the company anticipates that 

Concrete work for the primary 
crusher in progress.

The mill structure takes shape.
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Perseus board members meeting 
local village chiefs in May 2019.

this will strengthen as development progresses and 
greater benefits flow to the local population. The suc-
cessful model for community engagement employed 
at Sissingué will be implemented at Yaouré. Perseus 
notes that 0,5 % of future revenue from the mine 
will be paid to a Community Development Fund 
(CDF) which consists of government and community 
representatives. 

Perseus believes there is plenty of scope for the 
existing mine life of Yaouré to be extended given 
the company has a highly prospective 360 km2 
land package in the area. In addition, the company 
announced in November 2018 that a preliminary 
inferred mineral resource had been estimated for a 
potential underground mining operation to supple-
ment the CMA open pit. 

A scoping study on the underground resource 
– which totals 3,0 Mt at a grade of 6,2 g/t gold for 
595 000 ounces of gold – has indicated that it 
appears amenable to extraction using mechanised 
underground room-and-pillar mining methods. 
Underground access from the CMA pit combined 
with the selected mining method will significantly 
reduce the capital development requirements 
should underground mining go 
ahead in the future.

In its latest quarterly report 
(for the December 2019 quar-
ter), Perseus says that onsite and 
offsite activities continued to 
schedule and on budget during 
the three-month period. By the 
end of the quarter, planned plant 
engineering was 99 % complete 
and procurement work (including 
delivery to site) was on schedule 
at 63 % complete. Ninety-eight 
of the planned 101 contract 
packages had been awarded 
and tenders were under con-
sideration for a further contract 

package. Offsite fabrication of critical steel work 
including the SAG and ball mills was well advanced 
and on schedule for completion and delivery to site 
in the March 2020 quarter.  

Full scale construction of the processing facili-
ties and associated infrastructure began in October 
2019 and, since then, encouraging progress has 
been made on a number of fronts, with work on the 
processing plant well advanced, 65 ha of the tail-
ings storage facility (TSF) cleared, construction of 
the main substation progressing to plan (with trans-
formers due on site shortly), and construction of the 
permanent camp and buildings progressing well with 
camp construction scheduled to be completed in the 
current quarter.

According to Perseus, at the end of the quar-
ter works required to enable the first gold pour 
by the stretch target date of late December 2020 
were generally on schedule. By 31 December 2019, 
US$165,5 million or 62 % of the budgeted project 
cost of US$265 million had been committed, and 
US$99,3 million or 37 % of the budgeted capital cost 
paid in cash to suppliers of goods and services.
Photos courtesy of Perseus Mining

A view of the Yaouré site taken 
several months ago. As can be 
seen, it lies close to the southern 
shore of man-made Lake Kossou.
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T
he surge in palladium and rhodium prices, as 
well as recent increases in the price of nickel, 
copper and gold, have resulted in the weighted 
price of the ‘basket’ of metals contained in 

the ore at Platreef to rise to a new, multi-year high. 
Palladium has recently been selling at a 10-year high 
(topping US$2 100 an ounce) and rhodium has also 
performed spectacularly, attaining (as this article was 
being prepared) a price of US$8 200 an ounce, the 
highest since it hit US$10 000 an ounce in 2008.

One of the lesser known platinum group metals, 
rhodium is chemically stable at high temperatures, 
resistant to corrosion and mainly used with palla-
dium and platinum in the production of automobile 
catalytic converters that curb harmful emissions. 
Approximately 80 % of the world’s rhodium supply 

With the spot prices of palladium and rhodium soaring in recent 
months, TSX-listed Ivanhoe Mines has announced that the 
company’s South African subsidiary, Ivanplats, is fast-tracking a 
feasibility study on a smaller-scale, early-stage development plan 
for its Platreef project near Mokopane in Limpopo Province. This 
would allow first production to be achieved earlier than originally 
planned by using Shaft 1 as a production shaft.

Ivanplats fast-tracks Platreef study  as metal prices surge

The Platreef site showing the 
Shaft 1 headframe and the 
stockpile of development rock 
from ongoing shaft-sinking work 
in Shaft 1.

comes from mines in South Africa, and global pro-
duction of rhodium is only approximately one million 
ounces annually. 

Since 2007, Ivanhoe has focused its exploration 
and development activities at Platreef on defining 
and advancing the underground Flatreef deposit. 
With a strike length of 6,5 km, the Flatreef lies pre-
dominantly within a flat-to-gently-dipping portion of 
the Platreef mineralised belt at relatively shallow 
depths of approximately 500 m to 1 350 m below 
surface. It is characterised by its very large vertical 
thicknesses of high-grade mineralisation. 

The mining zones in the current Platreef mine 
plan occur at depths ranging from approximately 
700 m to 1 200 m below surface. Planned mining 
methods will use highly productive, mechanised 
methods, including long-hole stoping and drift-and-
fill mining. Each method will utilise cemented backfill 
for maximum ore extraction. 

As detailed in the 2017 definitive feasibility study, 
the first phase of development at Platreef envisages 
an annual throughput of 4 Mt, producing 476 000 
ounces of platinum, palladium, rhodium and gold 
(3PE+Au), plus 33 million pounds of nickel and 
copper. 

An independent feasibility study is underway 
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Ivanplats fast-tracks Platreef study  as metal prices surge

Above: Engineers surveying Shaft 
1’s 950-metre-level station. 
The kibble (bucket), used for 
hoisting broken rock to surface, is 
positioned for filling.

Left: A sample from the first 
ore excavated from the Flatreef 
deposit showing massive 
pentlandite (nickel sulphide) and 
chalcopyrite (copper sulphide) 
mineralisation.

to review Ivanhoe’s planned smaller-scale, 
early-stage, lower-capital-cost production plan. 
Ivanhoe’s plan would accelerate the mine’s first 
production by using Shaft 1 as the mine’s initial 
production shaft, followed by expansions to the 
production rate outlined in the 2017 definitive 
feasibility study. Ivanhoe’s smaller-scale mine 
design is also optimised to target the highest-
grade areas of the mineral resource in close 
vicinity to Shaft 1. 

Platreef’s Shaft 1 is currently at a depth 
of 957 m below surface. It is scheduled to be 
completed to a final depth of approximately 
1 000 m by the end of July 2020. Work on Shaft 
1’s 950-metre-level station – the shaft’s third and 
final station – is expected to be completed in 
March this year. 

A major milestone for the project occurred 
in Q3-2018 when Shaft 1 reached the 
top of the Flatreef deposit (T1 
mineralised zone) at a depth 
of 780,2 m below surface. 
The thickness of the min-
eralised orebody (T1 and 
T2 mineralised zones) 
at Shaft 1 is 29 m, with 
grades of  p la t inum 
group metals ranging up 
to 11 g/t 3PE (platinum, pal-
ladium and rhodium) plus 
gold, as well as significant 
quantities of nickel and cop-
per. The 29-m intersection yielded 
approximately 3 000 tonnes of ore, esti-
mated to contain more than 400 ounces of platinum 
group metals. 

Shaft 2, to be located approximately 100 m north-
east of Shaft 1, will have an internal diameter of 10 m. 
It will be lined with concrete and sunk to a planned, 
final depth of more than 1 100 m below surface. It 
will be equipped with two Koepe winding plants, one 
equipped with 40-tonne rock-hoisting skips capable 
of hoisting a total of 6 Mt/a of ore – the single largest 
hoisting capacity at any mine in Africa.  

The headgear for the permanent hoisting facil-
ity was designed by South Africa-based Murray & 
Roberts Cementation. The boxcut excavation to a 
depth of approximately 29 m below surface, includ-
ing the concrete foundation, has been successfully 
completed and will form the foundation of the 
103-metre-tall concrete headgear that will house the 
shaft’s permanent hoisting facilities and support the 
shaft collar. Work on Shaft 2 has been temporarily 
deferred while the company completes its review of 
the alternative production plan using Shaft 1 as the 

mine’s initial production shaft. 
Platreef’s current indicated 

mineral resources contain an 
estimated 26,8 Moz of pal-
ladium, 25,6 Moz of platinum, 

4,5 Moz of gold, and 1,8 Moz of 
rhodium (a combined 58,7 Moz 

of PGMs plus gold), plus 4,1 billion 
pounds of nickel and 2,1 billion pounds 

of copper, at a cut-off grade of 1 g/t.
Current inferred mineral resources contain an 

additional 43,0 Moz of palladium, 40,4 Moz of plati-
num, 7,8 Moz of gold, and 3,1 Moz of rhodium (a 
combined 94,3 Moz PGMs plus gold), plus 7,7 billion 
pounds of nickel and 4,1 billion pounds of copper, 
also at a cut-off grade of 1 g/t.  

The Platreef project is owned by Ivanplats, which 
is 64%-owned by Ivanhoe Mines. A 26 % interest is 
held by Ivanplats’ historically-disadvantaged, broad-
based, black economic empowerment (B-BBEE) 
partners, which include 20 local host communities 
with approximately 150 000 people, project employ-
ees and local entrepreneurs. In Q2-2019, Ivanplats 
reached Level 2 contributor status in its verification 
assessment on the B-BBEE scorecard. A Japanese 
consortium of ITOCHU Corporation, Japan Oil, Gas 
and Metals National Corporation and Japan Gas 
Corporation owns a 10 % interest in Ivanplats, which 
it acquired in two tranches for a total investment of 
US$290 million.
Photos courtesy of Ivanhoe Mines
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GOLD

T
he AGM is a multi-deposit com-
plex, with two main deposits, 
Nkran and Esaase, and nine sat-
ellite deposits, situated on the 

Asankrangwa Gold Belt, and a 5,4 Mt/a 
carbon-in-leach (CIL) processing 
plant. Gold production commenced in 
January 2016 and commercial produc-
tion was declared on 1 April 2016. The 
mine is now a joint venture with Gold 
Fields. Asanko Gold and Gold Fields 
both have a 45 % economic interest 
in the mine, with the Government of 
Ghana holding the remaining 10 %. 

“2019 was a pivotal year for the 
Asanko Gold Mine as it transitioned 
from a significant capital investment 
phase to generating free cash flow in 
the latter part of the year,” said Greg 
McCunn, Asanko Gold’s CEO. “The 
processing plant continued to operate 
very well with record production from 
5,5 million tonnes processed in 2019, resulting in the 
AGM exceeding its production guidance for the year 
with 251 044 ounces produced. Based on prelimi-
nary estimates, all-in sustaining costs for the year are 
expected to be about 5 % above the upper end of our 
guidance as costs in Q4 were adversely impacted by 
the processing of lower grade stockpiles. 

“We expect to provide 2020 production and cost 
guidance in mid-February along with the results of 
the AGM updated Life of Mine plan. Over the sec-
ond half of 2019, the company’s financial position 
strengthened considerably with our corporate 
cash and receivables balance increasing to over 
US$35 million at year-end, an increase of over 
US$27 million. The company also has no debt.”

In Q4, the AGM sourced ore from the Nkran and 
Esaase pits, including the Esaase South pit, as well 
as run of mine stockpiles. At Nkran, waste mining 
operations of the final stage of the western portion 
of the Cut 2 pushback were concluded early in the 
quarter. During the quarter, 2,62 Mt of waste and 
0,85 Mt of ore at an average gold grade of 1,9 g/t 
were mined from the Nkran pit. The Esaase pits col-
lectively delivered 0,56 Mt of ore at an average gold 
grade of 1,3 g/t with 2,34 Mt of waste mined.

In Q4 an upper bench slippage in the western 
wall of the Nkran pit resulted in a higher reliance 
on the processing of lower-grade stockpiles than 

Asanko achieves record production
Asanko Gold Inc, listed on the TSX and NYSE American, which manages and operates the Asanko Gold 
Mine (AGM) in Ghana, reports record gold production of 66 112 ounces in the fourth quarter of 2019 
(Q4-2019) in its result for the quarter and full year (FY-2019).

A night view of open-pit 
operations at the Asanko Gold 
Mine (photo: Asanko Gold).

forecasted. With slope stability radar monitoring, 
the event was anticipated and the pit was vacated 
in advance of the slippage with no injuries or dam-
age to equipment. Full mining operations resumed 
in the Nkran pit three days after the slippage with 
a focus on clean-up operations which resulted in 
lower grades being mined from the Nkran pit. The 
slippage is not expected to materially affect 2020 
production.

Costs during the quarter were higher than 
expected as a result of the slippage. This led to 
lower-than-anticipated feed grade which translated 
to higher-than-expected production costs on a per-
ounce basis.

For FY-2019 preliminary operating cash costs per 
ounce were US$776, preliminary total cash costs 
per ounce were US$845, and preliminary AISC per 
ounce was US$1 112 (5 % higher than the annual cost 
guidance of US$1 040 to US$1 060/oz).

Asanko Gold recently announced that – for 
the second year in a row – Asanko Gold Ghana 
(AGGL), the JV company operating the mine, had 
won the prestigious ‘Mining Company of the Year’ 
award from the Ghana Chamber of Mines at the 
annual Ghana Mining Industry Awards ceremony. 
The company also received the ‘Best Company in 
Exploration’ award and was first runner-up to ‘Best 
Company in Innovation’. 
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“2019 was a pivotal 
year for the Asanko Gold 
Mine as it transitioned 
from a significant 
capital investment 
phase to generating 
free cash flow in the 
latter part of the year.”
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T
he company has developed and markets a 
suite of related software products (Deswik.
Suite) that covers the entire mine design and 
planning process, with the core modules being 

Deswik.CAD, a fully featured CAD platform, Deswik.
Sched, which encompasses both rate and duration-
based scheduling, Deswik.MDM, a spatial database 
which offers powerful mining data management 
tools, and Deswik.LHS, which delivers landform and 
haulage solutions. In all, Deswik has 30 modules 
which all work seamlessly together and which are 
under constant review and development by the com-
pany’s engineers and programmers.

Capstick says that Deswik has gained a strong 
following from mining companies and mining pro-
fessionals around the world. “Between them, our 
customers have around 7 500 licences, which is 

A mining technical software and consulting company that believes 
it is growing faster than any of its competitors is Deswik, head-
quartered in Brisbane, Australia, but with very strong links with 
South Africa. According to Dave Capstick, the company’s Business 
Development Manager, Deswik has grown rapidly through both the 
upturns and downturns of mining since being established in 2007 
and now has 320 employees based in 14 offices worldwide.

Deswik’s Managing Director, 
Matthew Chilcott (left), is seen 
here with Dave Capstick at the 
company’s South African office.

Fast-growing Deswik a leader  
in mining technical software

really an astonishing figure given that Deswik is a 
relatively young company,” he says. “Our custom-
ers include most of the major mining groups, as well 
as many mid-tier and junior mining companies and 
consultants. Geographically, we have a presence 
in most of the world’s mining regions, including 
Australia, Africa, the Americas, Europe, Russia and 
Central Asia.”

Deswik’s software is applicable to every type 
of mine, whether it be underground or on surface, 
in hard rock or soft, and whatever the commodity. 
Included in the line-up are modules that address 
mine surveying, geological mapping, open-pit drill 
and blast, underground drill and blast, stope optimi-
sation, operations planning and control, coal seam 
aggregation, and material flow mapping. New mod-
ules are added to Deswik.Suite on a regular basis 
and updates and enhancements to existing modules 
are continuous.

Capstick notes that a module that is proving 
popular at the moment, particularly in South Africa, 
is Deswik.Enviro, which has been developed for 
mines looking to optimise their rehabilitation and clo-
sure outcomes and manage the risks in mining with 
challenging environmental constraints. It includes a 
Water Catchment Analysis tool that enables mine 
owners to perform a catchment analysis over any 
existing or predicted post-mining surface.

Discussing the reasons for Deswik’s success, 
Capstick says that the software is based on a deep 
understanding of how mining really works. “One of 
our strengths is that we have a very strong consult-
ing arm and, in fact, we have maintained a policy 
since founding of employing 1,5 consultants for every 
developer we have on our payroll,” he explains. 
“These consultants are constantly out in the field 
using Deswik’s software to advise and assist mining 
houses and individual mines with specific projects 
and problems. All the experience they gain is fed 
back to our developers who use it to ensure that 
our software remains up to date and relevant to the 
needs of the market.”

He adds that Deswik’s consultants can undertake 
a range of tasks for customers, including mine plan-
ning, design and scheduling; all types of study and 
due diligence work; scenario planning; equipment 
selection and optimisation; and process mapping 
and improvement. Most commonly, Deswik will 
provide these services direct to the customer but it 
also frequently participates in projects in collabora-
tion with other companies – for example, as part of 
a multi-disciplinary feasibility study team.
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Deswik’s link with milling technology
Some readers of Modern Mining might be wondering whether the current 
Deswik is in any way related to the Deswik that some years ago was market-
ing the Deswik mill, developed by the South African father-and-son team of 
Des and Wikus Erasmus (hence the name ‘Deswik’) and designed for ultra 
fine grinding. The answer is ‘yes’. ACMS, founded by Ian Lawler and Wayne 
Romer, backed the technology and as part of its investment formed Deswik 
Mining Consultants, which is a predecessor of Deswik as it is today. 

The milling technology was highly successful. It became the subject of a 
joint venture between Deswik and the Canadian company Knelson, a gravity 
concentration specialist. Knelson was acquired by FLSmidth in 2011, with the 
transaction also including the rights to the Deswik mill, which has now been 
rebranded as the VXP mill. 

Another factor contributing to the success of 
the company is that its highly experienced found-
ers – Ian Lawler, Adam White and Wayne Romer 
– remain highly involved in management, with Lawler 
managing the South African office and White and 
Romer acting as Technical Directors, both based in 
Brisbane. All three men worked together earlier in 
their careers in South Africa and were responsible 
for developing a software suite known as Mine2-4D, 
which was highly successful. Ultimately their com-
pany ACMS was sold to GijimaAst.

However, Capstick believes the most important 
factor contributing to the success of Deswik is the 
company’s focus on providing fanatical customer 
support. “Deswik prides itself on creating quality 
software, delivering a great customer experience, 
and providing measurable value to its customers,” 
he says. “Deswik places huge value on building last-
ing relationships with its customers and believes it is 
known for its responsiveness and dedication to solv-
ing customers’ problems.”

Having been a relatively late entrant to the mining 
technical software field, Deswik from the start has 
been a proponent of standard protocols for informa-
tion exchange. Says Capstick: “We needed to be 
able to incorporate data from the legacy systems 
our customers were using into our own software, so 
this feature was a priority when we were develop-
ing Deswik.Suite. This is still our philosophy and we 
are an enthusiastic participant in the Open Mining 
Format (OMF) interoperability project of the Global 
Mining Guidelines Group.”

The Group is a network of organisations and 
companies which, among other things, is dedicated 
to creating guidelines that respond to common 
industry challenges. One of the objectives of the 
OMF interoperability project is developing an open 
3D data exchange format to enable complex files to 
be shared seamlessly between the various mining 
solutions in the market. Version One of the OMF 
was released in 2017 and work on Version Two 
is currently ongoing, with Deswik’s Adam White 
and Jayne Kato (the latter being Product Manager 
– Deswik.CAD) both serving on the international 

working group that is putting it together.
An interesting point about Deswik users is that 

they form a global community who stay in touch 
with each other, exchanging information on how to 
get the best out of the company’s software offer-
ings. Contributing to this sense of community 
are the regional user conferences which Deswik 
regularly organises, with one of the latest being 
held in Fourways, Johannesburg, in October 2019.   
Modern Mining attended one of the sessions and 
was impressed by the strong turnout of around 130 
attendees, approximately 90 of them being Deswik 
customers and the balance Deswik’s own in-house 
experts. The keynote address was delivered by 
Mzila Mthenjane, President of the Southern African 
Institute of Mining and Metallurgy (SAIMM).

Finally, it is worth mentioning that Deswik main-
tains close relationships with academic institutions 
around the world through ‘Education Partnerships’ 
which are designed to allow future mining engineers 
to gain the right software skills to succeed in the 
mining industry. As part of this partnership, Deswik 
provides software licences, training material, tutorial 
videos and on-site workshops. Among the partners 
are the University of Exeter in the UK, the University 
of Queensland in Australia, the Colorado School of 
Mines in the US, the Universidade de Chile in Chile 
and the University of Mines and Technology (UMaT) 
in Tarkwa in Ghana. 

“Deswik places huge 
value on building 
lasting relationships 
with its customers and 
believes it is known for 
its responsiveness and 
dedication to solving 
customers’ problems.”

www.transcor.co.za


www.condra.co.za
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P
ioneering beyond its manufacture and 
supply of cold emulsion explosives, 
BME has become a home-grown 
South African success story now 

exporting blasting technology to mining 
countries world-wide.

“The crucial thread running through this 
success has been our innovative approach 
and willingness to experiment,” says Joe 
Keenan, chief executive officer of BME. 
“Our acquisition in 1987 by the JSE-listed 
Omnia Group also allowed further expan-
sion of our explosives product range and 
capacity.”

While the business was built on reli-
ability, service and our stable emulsion 
technologies, Keenan highlighted that it 
soon branched out into other blasting-
related innovations. These advanced 
products and equipment were developed 
for application in the African environment, 
but are now steadily embraced in many 
markets abroad.

“Beyond emulsions, we have devel-
oped our own range of emulsion trucks, 
and diversified from opencast mining into 
underground operations,” he says. “We 
also engineered electronic detonation 
technologies and blast planning software.”

He noted that its role as a blasting con-
tractor – in addition to being a product 
supplier – gave BME the opportunity to 
work daily with its own innovations. This 
created a valuable feedback loop to con-
tinuously improve its offerings.

As the host country, South Africa pro-
vided two key conducive elements for 
technological development. The first was 
the range of chemical and electromechani-
cal skills readily available in the market; the 
second was a competitive cost base for 
sustained research and development in 
various fields. 

An early breakthrough in used oil as an 
emulsion ingredient had both financial and 
environmental benefits. With an initial con-
tract on the country’s largest iron ore mine, 
BME developed a way to incorporate used 
engine oil in its emulsion mix. 

“In addition to creating a cost saving that 
could be passed on to the customer,” he 

BME – success story of SA company 
now exporting technology
Local blasting leader goes global with home-grown tech

says, “this application of used oil reduced 
the risk of environmental contamination 
through spillage – as it disposed of the oil 
through the blasting process.”

Initially, the oil came from the customers’ 
earthmoving and mining machines. Today, 
BME is a key player in recycling South 
Africa’s used oil. It has developed its own 
used oil collection network and process-
ing facilities, and consumes approximately 
20 % of the country’s available used oil 
in the manufacture of its standard bulk 
emulsion.

A range of other technological advances 
has paved BME’s road to success. As a 
leading local player in electronic detona-
tion, the company developed the now 
well-known AXXIS electronic initiation sys-
tem – enhancing the safety and quality of 
blasting for mines. This was soon followed 
by BLASTMAP™ III, an advanced blast and 
timing design software package. 

“Together with AXXIS™ and BME’s elec-
tronic detonator products, BLASTMAP™ III 
gives mines greater flexibility to blast and 
more certainty about the results,” he says. 

By 2013, the company had pioneered 
its underground offerings, giving narrow 
reef mines the safety and productivity ben-
efits of emulsion explosives. This included 
BME’s own portable charging unit, which 
was soon at work in South Africa’s platinum 
sector. 

In the past decade or more, the com-
pany’s innovation has embraced the 
digital space. Mobile hand-held devices 
and apps were developed to facilitate 
quicker and more accurate data collec-
tion and analysis. There has always been 
a focus on aligning its technologies with 
the concerted efforts of mining companies 
to boost productivity and safety; in recent 
years, this has successfully harnessed the 
power of big data.

BME’s progress has gone hand-in-hand 
with geographical expansion into Africa and 
beyond. By the late 1990s, it was operating 
in Tanzania, where it soon established its 
first emulsion plant outside of South Africa’s 
borders. This was followed by more plants 
in Mali, Mauritania, Senegal and Zambia. 

More recently, the company’s blasting 
technologies have caught the attention of 
customers further afield. 

“The AXXIS™ system has seen enthusi-
astic take-up in Australia, along with BME’s 
electronic detonators and its specialised 
technical services,” says Keenan. “In 2016, 
this combination of technology even broke 
the world record for the largest electronic 
detonator blast ever – at the Daunia open-
cast coal mine in Queensland.”

AXXIS™ has also entered the South 
American explosive markets of Peru, Chile 
and Colombia. In South-East Asia, BME’s 
contracts have included a major deal with 
a large coal producer in Indonesia. North 
America also holds exciting prospects, with 
the recent opening of a Colorado office and 
the development of channel partners in the 
United States, Canada and Mexico.

“BME’s trajectory has showcased the 
expertise and creativity of South African 
professionals,” he says. “Blasting quality 
remains our focus, but we see significant 
local and global opportunity ahead as 
we integrate our expertise in chemical, 
electronic and mechanical engineering 
with the power of the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution.” 

Joe Keenan, chief executive officer of BME.
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Condra has announced a fully-automated 
overhead crane capability, simultaneously 
revealing details of its first delivery of this 
type of technically advanced machine to 
Lonmin.

An alternative to traditional pendant 
and remote control, full automation is in 
line with a general trend away from manual 

PRODUCT News

Metso will deliver high-performance crush-
ing and material handling equipment to the 
De Beers Group’s Venetia mine, located 
in Limpopo Province, South Africa. The 
Venetia mine is reported to produce about 
4 million carats a year, making it one of 
South Africa’s mineral resource flagships.

Initially, the Venetia mine was designed 
as an open-pit operation. In 2013, an under-
ground extension project commenced with 
plans to start producing carats in 2022, 
climbing to full production in 2025 and 
extending the mine life to 2046. To achieve 
this, the project team needed a dedicated 
commitment and optimised, high-perfor-
mance technologies to deliver on their plans.

The customer approached Metso to 
deliver two primary jaw crushers and a 

Marikana gets fully automated overhead crane
control in industry and mining.

Condra’s Managing Director, Marc 
Kleiner, said the company was making 
full use of new developments in sensors, 
controls and software to offer a very pre-
cise positioning capability in automated 
applications.

“This is a capability that we will offer to 
our customers as an option,” Kleiner said. 
“We will mainly but not solely target the 
copper mines, especially tankhouse and 
copper-leaching applications where we 
have extensive experience.”

Condra’s announcement follows the 
steadily increasing sophistication of its 
semi-automated installations, which began 
in 2003 with a grabbing crane installed at a 
Durban spice company to pick spices and 
transport them to specific points for release 
over hoppers servicing the blending and 
packing operations.

At Lonmin’s Marikana platinum mine, the 
fully-automated machine just installed is a 
16-ton, 16-metre-span double-girder electric 
overhead travelling grabbing crane, featur-
ing a customer-specified mechanical rope 
grab in place of the hydraulic alternative to 
deliver the improved durability of mechani-
cal operation within Marikina’s abrasive 
operating environment.

There are dual hoists in the design; one 
to raise and lower the load, the other to 
mechanically close the grab by means of an 
internal sheave arrangement to overcome 
the spring-loaded open state.

Variable speed drives are f i t ted 
throughout the crane, delivering maxi-
mum speeds of 10 metres per minute on 
the lift, and 20 and 40 metres per min-
ute on the cross-travel and long-travel 
respectively. Four long-travel motors 
deliver the materials handling equivalent 
of four-wheel-drive, enabling automated 
control of all four wheels for precise crane 
positioning accurate to within 5 milli-
metres. The crane is fully automated with 
a manual override.

Lonmin’s new crane is programmed by 
an operator from a remotely located control 
room, where on-screen monitoring is com-
plemented by a visual monitoring capability 
via closed-circuit television.

Condra’s fully-automated option applies 
across the company’s product offering of 
single girder and double-girder overhead 
travelling cranes, gantry cranes, bridge 
cranes and cantilever cranes for markets 
worldwide.

These machines go up to heavy duty 
Class 4, with a tight focus on product qual-
ity and reliability to the standards of ISO, 
GOST and other internationally recognised 
quality control bodies.

Two lines of hoists are manufactured 
in a number of standard models suited to 
most mining, industrial and general applica-
tions, from 1 to 500 tons. Motors are bought 
from external suppliers.

Lonmin’s fully automated crane was 
delivered and commissioned in the last 
week of November 2019.
Condra, website: www.condra.co.za

Lonmin’s fully-automated Condra crane, featuring a 
mechanical rope grab in place of the hydraulic alternative 
to deliver the improved durability of mechanical operation 
within Marikana’s abrasive operating environment.

Metso equipment ordered for Venetia
number of feeders. All the equipment will 
be installed underground, which is a very 
challenging installation, especially given the 
shaft constraints (dimensions) and weigh 
limitations for transportation underground.

The customer decided on Metso’s 
Nordberg® C Series™ jaw crusher range 
because the revolutionary pinned and 
bolted design of the crusher allows for 
extensive disassembly. This enhances ease 
of transportation and installation, especially 
where there are critical space constraints 
such as an underground installation – as is 
the case with this project. The Metso apron 
feeders are used for extracting or feeding 
ores that are wet, sticky, dry or even frozen.
Charles Ntsele, Metso, e-mail: charles.ntsele@metso.com, 
website: metso.com

The Nordberg® C Series™ is engineered for the toughest feed 
materials. Due to their smaller physical size, jaw crushers are 
also ideal for tight spaces, such as underground mining.
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Excellent non-slip characteristics are only 
one of the advantages the Mentis Die-Line 
range of positive grip pressed section walk-
way product offers users. 

Available in three forms, namely planks, 
mats and walkways, this locally manu-
factured walkway pressed section has a 
positive serration which ensures positive 
traction in all walking and working surfaces, 
even where mud, water, grease, oil and 
detergents are present and could cause 
slippery or hazardous underfoot condi-
tions. The serration on the grating applies 
irrespective of the direction in which a per-
son is walking.

Lance Quinlan, national technical sales 
consultant at Andrew Mentis, explains that 
Die-Line is easy to handle and erect with 
minimal welding or clipping required. This 
reduces the need for specialised installa-
tion labour. 

“Another important advantage that Die-
Line offers is its high strength to weight 
ratio as this ensures an optimum load bear-
ing capacity and therefore the safety of all 

Die-Line range enhances walkway safety
who use the walkway system,” 
he says. 

The Die-Line range also 
e n s u r e s  h i g h  l i g h t  p e n -
etrat ion for further safety 
benefits and the sections align 
perfectly for enhanced aesthet-
ics. The sections are designed 
for longitudinal span, obviat-
ing unnecessary steel support 
and heavy kick plates, both fac-
tors contributing greatly to enhanced cost 
effectiveness.

Transverse loading is transferred to the 
integrated kick flats (toe boards) which are 
provided with two slotted holes at each 
end and positioned around the neutral axis. 
Pressed angle splice plates fit on the out-
side and into the returned top edges, and 
M10 bolts and nuts are provided for easy 
installation. 

The Die-Line products, together with all 
the necessary accessories, can be used for 
work platforms, catwalks, conveyor walk-
ways and stair treads. 

Die-Line flooring channels are available 
in three sizes: 150 by 2 400 mm, 250 by 
2 400 mm and 305 by 2 400 mm. All are 
2 mm thick. Die-Line walkway sections 
are available either 500 mm or 750 mm 
wide at a standard length of 2 400 mm 
and 2,5 mm thick. They can be supplied 
uncoated, bitumen dipped or galvanised, 
facilitating use in a wide variety of applica-
tions including where harsh chemicals or 
saltwater are present. Mats are available 
either 500 mm or 750 mm by 2 400 mm 
long and 2,5 mm thick. 
Andrew Mentis, website: www.mentis.co.za 

Locally manufactured Die-Line walkway grating has a positive serration 
which ensures positive traction in all walking and working surfaces.

www.mandc.co.za
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A new conveyor belt cleaner has been 
designed with an innovative method of 
holding the urethane blade in place without 
the need to mill any slots for holding pins. 

Combining the benefits of previous 
designs into one product, the QC1+™ belt 
cleaner from Martin Engineering can be 
cut to length to fit virtually any application, 

New conveyor belt cleaner design from Martin
reducing the need for customers to stock 
multiple blade sizes to accommodate differ-
ent belt widths. Operators simply trim the 
blade to the desired size from the stock 
9-foot (2,74 m) length to match the mate-
rial path, slide in the blade holders and lock 
them in position. The new blade can be ret-
rofitted to virtually any Martin main frame 
and most competing designs.

“In most belt cleaner designs, the blade 
is pinned in place, but this new approach 
uses a hole right in the aluminium extru-
sion to keep the blade firmly in position,” 
explained Conveyor Products Manager 
Dave Mueller. “The biggest benefit to 
customers is the ability to buy long length 
blades and cut them to size without doing 
any machining. Most customers have a 
number of different belt widths, so in the 
past they’ve had to stock different blade 
sizes. But this design can accommodate a 
wide range of belts with a single product.”

The mainframes on the QC1+ are 
3-piece assemblies, with a square cen-
tre section and a torque tube sliding into 
each end. The tubes are formed from high-
strength steel and engage in the corners 
of the square main frame. They transmit 

the torque from the tensioner through the 
tubes and into the main frame to maintain 
blade tension. 

The torque tube lock collars are 
designed to be an interference fit with the 
square mainframe. To assemble, the tube 
is installed first, then the collars are added 
and set in position. The length of the main-
frame is adjusted next, and finally the set 
screws on the collars are tightened down. 
In most applications, the simple sequence 
can be performed by a single worker in 
just a few minutes. The new design is com-
patible with any of the Martin tensioning 
systems.

Urethane belt cleaner blades from 
Martin Engineering are designed with the 
company’s patented Constant-Area Radial 
Pressure (CARP) technology to deliver con-
sistent cleaning throughout all stages of 
blade life. 

This design introduces a new genera-
tion of belt cleaning technology,” Mueller 
added.  “It’s a truly revolutionary product 
that delivers the cleanest belt and the long-
est blade life – at the lowest cost.”

The product is initially being launched 
in the USA, followed by other regions over 
the coming year.
Martin Engineering, website: www.martin-eng.com

The blade holders slide on a guide rail and can be adjusted 
to match the material path.

Boiler efficiency is more about control than age
Businesses that require boilers for their 
operation are usually faced with a choice 
between acquiring new boiler units or refur-
bished ones. One of the most common 
misconceptions in the market is that refur-
bished units are less efficient or will have 
shorter life spans than brand new boilers. 

This is according to Jonathan Probert, 
CEO of EP Dryden Combustion (a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Energy Partners), 
who says that boilers generally have par-
ticularly long life spans and can operate at 
peak efficiency for decades. “We routinely 
come across boiler units that have been in 
operation for 30 years, and even a handful 
that are in great condition after 50 years of 
service. With that said, there are also much 
younger units that get condemned.”

Probert explains that an important differ-
entiator that determines the life cycle of a 
boiler, is how it is operated and maintained. 
“The truth is that boiler units themselves 
have not evolved much over the last 25 
years. Aside from one or two variations, 
most boilers operate similarly and are 
mostly manufactured in the same manner. 
The belief that older or newer boilers are 

somehow superior to one another is there-
fore a misperception in our opinion.”

He adds that factors such as scale build-
up caused by a carry-over of hardness in 
boiler feedwater as well as insufficient oxy-
gen scavenging play a significant part in 
shortening the life span of boilers. 

“Water-side scale acts as an insulator on 
the heat transfer surfaces of the boiler. If left 
unchecked, this could lead to overheating 
of the surface (usually presenting as sag-
ging of boiler tubes), often accompanied 
by tube to tube plate leaks. Oxygen levels 
in feedwater need to be kept to a minimum 
to avoid corrosion. This can be achieved 
through the use of deaerators and/or 
chemical treatment (through the addition of 
oxygen-scavenging sulphites). Other opera-
tional issues such as ensuring optimal fuel 
combustion and regular efficiency cleans, all 
aid in prolonging the life of the boiler.” 

In fact, the boiler’s control system is more 
important than the age of the boiler, accord-
ing to Probert. He says that the boilers 
refurbished by EP Steam have on numer-
ous occasions outperformed new units, 
chiefly because they are paired with the 

company’s proprietary control systems.
“We have dedicated a lot of research 

and development hours to creating a flex-
ible control system and software that 
ensures peak efficiency,” he says. “In many 
instances, we have seen this bespoke 
control system outperforming the systems 
provided by the original equipment manu-
facturers and we have been contracted by 
clients to replace the systems on brand new 
boiler units because of the increased effi-
ciency that this offers.”

So when it comes down to comparing 
brand new boilers with refurbished ones, 
Probert is of the opinion that there is little 
difference between the two options. “It is 
true that the older dry back and semi-wet 
back boiler designs are less efficient, but a 
boiler of say 20 or 30 years old, profession-
ally-refurbished and fitted with our bespoke 
control system, will most likely outperform 
its youngest rival.”

In light of this, combined with the fact that 
refurbished boilers can be delivered in about 
half the time and at about half the price of  
new boilers, Probert argues that an advanced 
control system makes the debate around new 
versus refurbished largely irrelevant.
Dryden Combustion, website: www.energypartners.co.za
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Southern Mapping acquired by Woolpert Inc 
Woolpert has acquired Southern Mapping, 
a geospatial solutions provider and aerial 
survey company based in Johannesburg. 
Southern Mapping has extensive high-
accuracy lidar, imagery and remote sensing 
experience, and produces airborne topo-
graphic, hyperspectral, and thermal surveys 
and mapping.

Southern Mapping was the first indepen-
dently owned mapping company to offer 
lidar in Africa and is well-known throughout 
the industry. The firm has provided mapping 
services for the engineering, infrastructure, 
mining, mapping, agriculture and environ-
mental sectors on three continents and in 
more than 45 African countries.

“Woolpert’s vision is to become the pre-
mier global architecture, engineering and 
geospatial firm, and this acquisition is a 

big step forward in completing our vision,” 
said Woolpert’s President and CEO, Scott 
Cattran. “In 2019, Woolpert has added 
international offices in Canada with the 
acquisition of Geomatics Data Solutions 
(GDS) and now in Africa with Southern 
Mapping. We are honoured and excited to 
welcome all of the employees of Southern 
Mapping to Woolpert!”

Woolpert continues to expand its geo-
spatial services footprint globally. In addition 
to acquiring coastal and bathymetric special-
ists GDS in May last year, the firm announced 
its strategic partnership with iXblue in 
September. iXblue is an international marine 
survey and technology firm, and the partner-
ship will provide aerial mapping services to 
clients in Australia, New Zealand and across 
the South Pacific.

Jet Demolition has a fleet of 34 specialised 
demolition excavators, and 44 additional 
items of plant, ranging from skidsteer 
loaders to tractors, telescopic handlers 
and articulated dumpers. It also has over 
65 hydraulic attachment and a range of 
mechanical attachments. According to the 
company, this makes it not only the leading 
demolition specialist in Africa but the most 
technically advanced as well.

What makes Jet Demolition so unique is 
that the bulk of its equipment and attach-
ments are unavailable locally. Although 
it uses reliable, well-known excavator 
brands, these are all adapted to suit the 
challenging and arduous demolition envi-
ronment. “These modifications enable us 
to carry and operate with heavier attach-
ments that are unavailable in South Africa,” 
Jet Demolition Operations Manager Willie 
Vermeulen explains.

Complex tools and attachments are 
imported from abroad while Jet Demolition 
has an in-house R&D capability to develop 
and manufacture simpler attachments and 
tools locally. Vermeulen reveals that the 
material cost alone is often more than the 
attachment value if it were to be purchased 
outright. However, this is due to the attach-

ments being designed and built to long 
out-last those available commercially.

Jet Demolition has also established 
relationships with original equipment man-
ufacturers (OEMs) and engineering firms 
over the years, which ensures that the spe-
cific tools it requires are manufactured to 
exacting quality and precision standards. In 
addition, its relationships with international 
demolition professionals, as well as a keen 
interest in mechanical engineering, give it 
the capability to modify equipment suited 
specifically to its requirements.

Generally, it is very uncommon for any 
equipment or attachments to be only for 
a once-off application. Before investing 
resources into any tool or attachment, Jet 
Demolition always analyses ways that it 
can be incorporated into different projects. 
“While we are able to safely execute the 
same operation using a different method, 
a decision to purchase or manufacture 
a specific tool to perform that function is 
generally motivated by the safer, quicker, 
and more reliable operating performance 
provided,” Vermeulen stresses.

Jet Demolition has its own fully-
equipped on-s i te workshop at  i ts 
Roodepoort premises. General services 

Jet has most technically advanced fleet in Africa

A ripping tool attached to one of Jet’s demolition excavators.

are carried out on-site by trained and quali-
fied mechanics. While most contractors 
tend to run their machines into the tens 
of thousands of hours before consider-
ing replacement, the demolition specialist 
replaces its key machines at about 6 000 
hours on average.

Commenting on the latest equipment 
trends and developments, Vermeulen 
points out that mechanisation is an ongo-
ing objective of many large demolition 
firms. “We have also noted a trend in using 
digital advances, including sensors, anti-
collision devices, and complicated live-feed 
camera systems that are able to further 
advance safety in the demolition industry,” 
he concludes.
Jet Demolition, website: www.jetdemolition.co.za

MAXAM, a global technology company 
specialising in the design, development, 
manufacture and application of energetic 
materials, has been selected by NFCA 
Africa Mining as its blasting solutions sup-
plier for the underground copper mine that 
the company operates in Chambishi on the 
Zambian Copperbelt.

The contract has been granted following 
a trial period in which several companies par-
ticipated. The contract was finally awarded 
to MAXAM, thanks to the performance of 
its high energy bulk explosive, RIOFLEX, in 
terms of advance rate, profile control and 
other downstream values.

With the signing of this contract, MAXAM 
consolidates its presence and business in 
the Southern African region, where it has 
been operating for more than 20 years, as 
well as in the underground segment. 

Says Bernard Kaninda, MAXAM Africa 
Regional Director: “We are really pleased 
that NFCA has selected us as their part-
ners in WOB (West OreBody site). At 

MAXAM we are committed to our custom-
ers’ success to the extent that we adapt 

our offering to their key performance 
areas, providing customised solutions to 
their specific needs.” 
MAXXAM, website: www.maxamcorp.com

MAXAM wins contract to supply Chambishi
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The growing popularity of the MATO 
Products’ expanded offering has led the 
company to boost its service and repair 
facilities.

HERS upgrades and expands service offering to mining 
Hydraulic Engineering Repair Services 
(HERS) has announced that it now boasts an 
upgraded state-of-the-art drive train test facil-
ity, which provides in-house testing capability 
that supports drive train repairs and which 
can be used to provide testing capability to 
third parties. HERS has also diversified its 
hydraulic product range to now include the 
supply and repair of drifters and impact ham-
mers, to which end a new test bench has 

also been unveiled and demonstrated.
HERS has further announced that it has 

entered into a distribution agreement with 
Dana to acquire parts directly from Dana 
and to sell on parts and components to the 
market. 

HERS was established in 1996 when the 
1971 founding company, Hydraulic and Air 
Services (Pty) Limited, changed ownership. 
In 2015, HERS became a division of Hudaco 
Trading (Pty) Ltd. Hudaco is a South African 
group of companies that specialises in the 
importation and distribution of high quality 
branded automotive, industrial and electri-
cal consumable products, mainly in South 
Africa. The product portfolio supplied to 
the mining industry includes hydraulic and 
pneumatic cylinders, pumps, hoses, filters, 
engines and drive train components. 
HERS, website: www.hers.co.za

Mato expands facilities as it grows market
Andrew Frank, Operations Manager at 

MATO Products, highlights the recent com-
pletion of the new spray-painting booth, 
which has doubled the firm’s capacity to 
finish refurbished items. Well known as a 
leader in conveyor belt lacing, the Multotec 
subsidiary also offers a range of belt clean-
ing solutions. 

“To keep up with market demand, 
we have expanded our spray booth sig-
nificantly in terms of size and throughput 
capability,” Frank says. “It can now accom-
modate components up to a length of 
2,2 metres and provide a more productive 
environment for operators.”

This now allows for all repair and finish-
ing work – even on the longer diagonal belt 
cleaners – to be spray-painted in-house, he 
says. Importantly, this improves turnaround 
time, quality control and cost to customer. 

“We pride ourselves on the functional-
ity and longevity of our products,” he says. 
“We base this on our technical quality in 
repairing and refurbishing equipment to 

‘as-new’ specifications. Upgrading our 
facilities ensures that we continue doing 
this as cost effectively as possible, as our 
customer base grows.”

Complying with the highest standards of 
health and safety, the new spray booth is 
equipped with the latest filtration technol-
ogy. This ensures that fumes and chemicals 
are filtered before air is expelled from the 
building. A powerful fan unit enables an 
extraction capacity of 18 000 m3/h.

“Health and safety are key imperatives in 
the Multotec Group, and we have ensured 
that the new system consistently improves 
our working environment. Spray painting is 
associated with several health and safety 
factors which must be considered, and our 
new spray booth is fully compliant to these 
regulations and has been certified for use 
at Mato Products by our local fire depart-
ment,” Frank says.

“The better ergonomics of the new facil-
ity – with more space, light and updated 
equipment – have been well received by 
employees.”
Multotec, website: www.multotec.com

The spray booth has doubled MATO’s capacity to finish 
refurbished items.

Drifter test bench at HERS.

A convenient and cost-effective option for 
ageing African mines, some of them 50 to 
60 years’ old, is to have their geared units 
professionally and cost-effectively refur-
bished by SEW-EURODRIVE.

Supplementing its refurbishment capa-

bility, the drive engineering specialist can 
also offer a drop-in gearbox replacement 
service. 

Geared units are particularly difficult to 
refurbish or modify on mines, as their large 
size means that production has to be halted 

temporarily in order to gain access.
This has a hugely negative impact on 

any mining operation’s bottom line. Thus, 
many mines hold out on replacing these 
essential high-capex items for as long as 
possible. SEW-EURODRIVE is now able to 
replace historically-inefficient worm gear 
units with the latest helical and helical bevel 
gearboxes, made from case-hardened steel 
for maximum durability.

The major advantage for mining clients, 
in particular, is that no modification to or 
adjustment of the original geared unit is 
required.

“The drop-in replacement is based on 
a fabricated case that matches all critical 
dimensions of the existing gearbox exactly, 
and with improved mechanical and thermal 
ratings,” says SEW-EURODRIVE’s National 
Sales and Marketing Manager, Norman 
Maleka.

While traditional worm gearboxes are 
only 60 to 70 % efficient, helical or bevel 
helical units are up to 99 % efficient. This is 
because the tooth profile, tooth pitch, and 
pressure angles, in addition to the precision 
case-hardened and fine-ground profiles, 
have been optimised to provide the highest 
torque possible, while maintaining maxi-
mum efficiency.
SEW-EURODRIVE, website: www.sew-eurodrive.co.za

Drop-in gearbox replacement service
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A new flow measurement solution helps 
improve product quality, reduce raw mate-
rial cost and minimise waste and re-work.

Emerson’s Rosemount™ MS Slurry 
Sensor with the Rosemount 8782 Slurry 
Transmitter is a slurry magnetic flow meter 
specifically designed for high noise and 
slurry applications for use in the mining 
industry among others. Featuring robust 
coils and advanced signal processing, a 
responsive yet stable flow signal is possible 
even in high noise applications. 

The Slurry Magnetic Flow Meter, or 
Slurry Mag, provides a flow measurement 
solution for customers with fluids that con-
tain large solids, mining ore, pulp or sand, 
or that experience high process noise 
or signal instability. Featuring the latest 
advanced signal processing that is the first 
to adapt to changing process conditions in 
real time, the Slurry Mag eliminates noise 
from the flow signal without using exces-
sive damping, giving operators confidence 
in their measurement calculations. 

Accurate measurement of process flow 

rates is essential to running 
a plant or mill efficiently – 
that is why the Slurry 
Magnetic Flow Meter 
uses advanced signal 
processing with real-
time diagnostics to 
deliver flow measure-
ment confidence and 
the ability to automat-
ically control the loop.

The Slurry Mag 
Meter includes more 
standard diagnostics such as the ground-
ing and wiring fault detection that helps 
ensure the meter is installed correctly 
the first time. Optional advanced process 
diagnostics help provide insight into per-
formance through a high process noise 
detection diagnostic as well as enable pro-
active maintenance in applications where 
coating may be a concern. 

The 8782 contains Emerson’s patented 
Smart Meter Verification capabilities provid-
ing a simplified means of troubleshooting 

or verifying the meter, taking a process that 
used to take hours and simplifying it down 
to minutes. 

While the 8782 transmitter is designed 
to work with the MS sensor, it is also com-
patible with existing 8707 installations 
making the performance, signal process-
ing and advanced diagnostic capabilities 
available to anyone who is already using 
Emerson’s solutions for these challenging 
applications.
Emerson, website: www.Emerson.com/RosemountSlurryMagnetic

New magnetic slurry sensor and transmitter

Emerson’s new slurry magnetic flow meter.

www.webachutes.com
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A Wolff crane that was installed in a local 
metal plant in 1989 was recently upgraded 
by Konecranes. The original crane had 
become not only a performance and finan-
cial liability but raised concerns about 
operational safety.

Originally designed and built by Wolff 
Cranes as a 35T/15T class 4, double girder, 
18 m span crane, it was used as a hot metal 
crane with two other 35T/15T Asea cranes 
that were modified in 1990. Emergency 

Powermite launches cable extension reels
Powermite has introduced the Gen 2 plastic XREEL® series from its well-known AMPCO 
brand. “This range of robust cutting-edge cable extension reels epitomises our belief in sup-
plying only premium quality products and bears our stamp of approval in terms of quality,” 
states Donovan Marks, Director at Powermite. “We are confident that the XREEL® will be 
widely embraced amongst our customers in the commercial, mining and industrial sectors 
across the African continent.”

Powermite, part of the Hudaco group of companies, recently launched the Gen 2 plas-
tic range in a bid to further expand on its current locally manufactured metal and plastic 
range. Manufactured from Polyamide 6 and PC/ABS, the Gen 2 plastic range reportedly 
delivers enhanced benefits such as impact resistance combined with high robustness; high 

thermal stability; great insulating qualities; high impact strength; and 
UV resistance according to ISO 4892-2, as well as high abrasion and 
weather resistance.

With the XREEL®’s carrying rack and drum moulded from 
this highly durable special plastic material, these units are 

robust to the core. The unit is offered in two sizes, 250 mm 
and 310 mm, with cable lengths of up to 33 m and 50 m 
respectively. With safety and convenience central to its 
design, the XREEL® features a patented brake system 
which is centrally placed within the axle, a sturdy stand 
with wide supporting points and openings in the drum for 

water drainage. 
The central panel is available in different versions and 

can accommodate up to four plug points ensuring opti-
mum versatility for end-users in the industrial sectors. 

Powermite, website: www.powermite.co.za 
The cutting-edge XREEL® cable 
extension reel.

Crane upgrade by Konecranes saves on costs
brake systems were also added to all of the 
plant’s hot metal cranes.

“Once the Crane Reliability Study had 
been completed and the report findings 
fully discussed with the customer, it was 
agreed that it was more practical to have 
the complete crane transported to the 
Demag workshop due to the challenges of 
repairing girders on site and how that could 
interfere with plant operations,” said Alwyn 
Rautenbach, Project Engineer, Konecranes.

“Upgrading or mod-
ernising cranes is a more 
cost-effective option than 
purchasing new systems 
and crane elements. The 
modernisation process 
is not restricted to older 
machinery either – it can 
be applied to plant expan-
sion plans or increased 
production requirements. 
In this particular instance, 
the benefits to the cus-
tomer of upgrading were 
a large reduction in safety 
risks, increased uptime of 
the crane, nearly 50 % cost 

savings and the extension of the crane’s 
lifespan,” he said.

Based on the analysis report, Kone-
cranes modernised the Wolff crane through 
the design and manufacture of a com-
pletely new crab assembly that would fit 
into the existing girders. The existing gird-
ers were also repaired, shot blasted and 
painted at the Konecranes factory.

Konecranes designed a new long travel 
drive unit to replace the outdated drive, as 
well as a new E-House which replaced the 
old Pyromex controls with ABB drives. All 
of these elements were designed to fit the 
customer’s existing crane.

“A Crane Reliability Study is an important 
element that must be undertaken in order 
for us to properly assess the state of the 
crane and related components for perfor-
mance, lifespan, productivity and financial 
viability. It is a key part of the Konecranes 
service offering, and is a useful tool for cus-
tomers to keep abreast of the state of their 
crane operations. For example, the girders 
on this project had cracks that had to be 
repaired, and it made sense to repair rather 
than replace based on our analysis and ulti-
mately contributed to the cost efficiencies 
achieved,” concluded Rautenbach.
Jan Nel, Konecranes, e-mail: ServiceMe.za@konecranes.comThe Wolff crane upgraded by Konecranes.
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